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A Payload Loads Methodology Workshop was held at Marshall
Space Flight Center to explore ways of improving loads prediction
accuracy, and efficiency areas. This document contains all the
papers presented. A panel closed out the meeti!_g. Panel members,
viewpoints and their response to questions are included.
f _. " /
Robert S. Ryan
Workshop Coordinator
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PAPERS PRESENTED
Title Pr e s ent e r
Payloads Loads Overview R. Ryan, MSFC
Space Transportation System Payload D. Wade, 3SC
Integration Process aud Approaches
• for Loads
Spacecraft Dynamic Loads Dr. E. R. Fleming
The Load Cycle _Approach Aerospace ""
Payload Lift-off Loads Reduction R.E. Gatto
Feasibility Study Rockwell
The SPAR System W.D. Whetstone
Engineering Information
Systems, Inc.
Spacecraft Modal Testing Using C.V. Stable
Single Point Random and Multi-Shaker General ElectrLc
Sine Te_t Techniques
Application of Perturbation Methods J.A. Garba..TPL
to Imvrcve Analytical Model Correlation
with Test Data
,: NASTRAN .Modal Synthesis 5. Morgan
Universal Analytics
Verification of Accuracy of Various S. Yahata
Modal Methods Rockwell
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Title Pres enter _
Time-Domain Data Analysis - A B.R. Hanks
Promising New Technique LaRC .
A Comparison of Test Techniques G. Johnston "_
Used During Modal Testing of ET MSFC
Lox Tank
Modeling of Shuttle Payload Bay J. Young
Acoustic Environment GSFC
STS Loads Impact on Syncorn IV S. Robinson
Hughes Aircraft
Employment of Residual Mode Effects R.N. Coppolino
in Vehicle/Payload Dynamic Loads Analogs Aerospace
Comparison of Modal Synthesis R. Hruda
Techniques - Effects on Modes, Martin Marietta
Frequencies, Loads
Sensitivlty of Payload to L[ftoff and S. Yahata
Landing Loads Study Rockwell
Summary of Voyager Design and J. Chen, 5PL
Flight Loads
Loads Methodology for the Spacehb J.S. Moore, MSFC
Transfer Tunnel
Spacecraft Loads Analyses for the B.K. Wada, JPL
Titan/Centaur Launch Vehicle - A
Case History
PAM Dynamic Loads Analysis M. Markowitz
Model Interfaces and Load Cycle Process MDAC
DATE Program Overview W.B. Ke'egan
GSFC
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Title Pre s enter
: An Impedance Technique for K.R. Payne
i Determining Low Frequency Martin Marietta
Payload Requirement_
_ Sate!li_e Instrument Flex-:bility Dr. P. Lil_ens
%
- (
. _ Specification Using Parameter Plane Columbia University
: Stability Analysis
Payload ,_ Load Alleviatien Study S, Yahata, Rockwell
Space Shuttle Payload Load Alleviation C.D. Pengclley
Using BiHnear Liquid Springs General Dynamics/
Convair
Low Response Suspension System S.M. Church
for Orbiter Payloads Boeing
Development of a Loads Criteria W.B. ttaile
for Space Tel-escope Lockheed
Structural Criteria N. Schlemmer, MSFC
An Approach for Establishing 5. I. McPherson
Preliminary Structural Design MDAC
Requirements for Shuttle Payloads
Estimation of Payload Loads Using 3". Chen, 3PL
Rigid Body Interface Accelerations
Mechanical and Loads Interface Definitions V. Durnell
for Payload Retention Ball Aerospace
Payload Response Measurements on T. Gerus, LeRC
Atlas / Centaur and Titan/Centaur Nlis sions
• and Their Use in Development of Loads
• Criterion
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Delta Vehlcle/Spacecraft Dynamic IV[. Markowltz
Loads Analysis Modeling Techniques MDAC .i
and Forcing Function Development
Spacelab Structural Assessment b 7 M. Tagg, MDTSCO
Comparative Analysts
A Generalized Modal Shock Spectra M. Trubert, 3PL :
Method for Spacecraft Loads Analysis
The Application of Flight D_t_ to Improving B.R. Hanks, LaRC
Payload Response Prediction _
Equivalent Pulse Determination for Stage M. Trubert, 3PL
Zero Ignition of Titan/Centaur Forcing - .-
Function Reconstruction
Spacelab Payload and Shuttle Launched E. 3. Kt:har
Spacecraft Loads Analysis Methods General Electric
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4: _" SPACECRAFT LOADS - THE LOAD" CYCLE APPROACH
The subject of this presentation is the approach to spacecraft loads deter-
ruination which the Aerospace Corporation recommends to the Air Force for
: most of its space programs. We call it the load cycle approach because it occurs
i in iterative cycles, eacb cycle being structured to accommodate the needs of the
. program as the spacecraft design evolves. _
._: The steps enumerated on the chart call first for the establishment of a set
of design load factors to which the spacecraft structure is initially sized. Sub-
sequentl 7, three distinct cycles of loads analysis are called for: The Preliminary,
Final Design and Verification load cycles. These cycles are distinguished from
each other largely by the spacecraft dynamic models employed for each one. The
Preliminary and Final Design models are derived from finite element structural
models and mass data appropriate to knowlege of the design at the time of the
analysis. The Verification Load Cycle employs an experimentally derived
: dynamic model based on a modal survey of the actual spacecraft.
The time phasing of the load cycles is indicated on the chart by noting that
the Preliminary Load Cycle should be completed by the time of the program's
Preliminary Design Review (PDR); the Final Design Load Cycle should be com-
pleted at the time of the Critical Design Review (CDR); and the Verification Load
Cycle should be completed as long before the first flight as possible.
The number and variety of Ioad cycles described on the chart are typical
of those performed for a program of average complexity. Variations can occur
on any particular program. A typical variation consists of conducting more than
the specified three load cycles for a program which undergoes significant design ._.
changes after program initiation. In other instances, considerations of program
cost may dictate a reduction in the number of load cycles by eliminating the
Preliminary Load Cycle. When this latter variation occurs there is a corespon-
ding increase in the risk of expensive redesigns late in the program.
i
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THE LOAD CYCLE PROCESS .,.
This chart shows, in flow diagram form, the iterative nature of the lo'_d
,i cycle process. The Preliminary Load Cycle results in loads which may call
for redesign of some structure. These chan_;es, along with any others resulting
from the maturing of the design are incorporated into a finite element s_;ructural
model of what is hopefully the final design. This model is used in the Final
Design Load Cycle. The loads resulting (rom this load cycle ark, character-
: istically, the last set of loads available be!'ore the commitment is made to
,. build the spacecraft hardware. Changes made to the design after t_his time
are therefore extremely costly. In addition, the pace of a t:,piral spacecraft
program is usually one which makes i',: necessary to use the results of the Final
Design Load Cycle as the basis for She static test. The modal survey provides
the basis for the spacecraft dynamic model used in the Verification Load Cycle.
The results of this load cycle are shown being compared with the static test
loads to form the final assessment of structural qualification and approval for
flight.
f
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LOAD ANA LYSIS INT ERFAC ES
A number of contractors contribute to the performance of a load ana tysis.
The chart depicts the interaction between these contractors.
The loads analysis itself is performed by the Loads Contractor shown in
the center of the chart. This activity =an be performed by the launch vehicle
contractor, an upper stage contractor, or by any organization possessing the
basic analysis capability. The con, tract for his work in this regard should be
written in a manner which distinguishes it from any other supporting activity
performed for the spacecraft program.
Basic data inputs to the Loads Contractor are made by the Spacecraft,
Launch Vehicle, and Propulsion Contractors. These data are identified on the
chart as the spacecraft and launch vehicle dynamic models, loads transforma-
tion matrices and the forcing functions. Each of these items is elaborated upon
in subsequent charts.
The Aerospace Corporatio" is indicated on the chart acting in support of
the Air Force, reviewing and validating the data inputs and the loads results.
The Air Force Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO) has issued a
Commander's Policy which calls for the independent validation of the las_
(Verification) loads analysis performed for each SAMSO program, A!though we
are not SAMSO's exclusive agent for this activity, most of the independent loads
verification analyses performed to date have been conducted by the Aerospace
Corporation.
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PRELIMINARY DESi(;N LOAD FACTORS
Preliminary design load factors are the subject of this chart. Exper-
ience has shown thatcare taken with the development of these quantitiespays
significantdividends late in the program. Along with stiffnessand clearance
requirements, they form the basis for the g,zneralstructural design of the
spacecraft and, as such, have a primary influence on itsdynamic character-
isticsand strength. Preliminary Design Load Factors, in the present context,
are taken to mean a specifiedset _f accelerations which can be used to design the
spacecraft primary structure, the spacecraft adapter, the components and the
local s_.ructurewhich supports the components.
Typically, two sets of Preliminary Design Load Factors are prescribed.
One set pertains to the gross accelerations expecte__to be experienced by space-
craft during the various transient events which will take i_!a_eduring launch and
ascent. These gross accelerations form the basis for design of the primary
structure. A second set of accelerations, which apply to expected local accel-
erations, is also prescribed and these are used in the design of components
and their supporting structure. The selectionof these comp_._o,% load factors
is an area in which conservatism pays particularly rich dividends. The
unexpected high accelerations which may be discovered in the later load cycles
are ve27 often local in nature and preparation for this, in terms of conservative
component design load factors, c_n often prevent costly redesign problems late
in the program.
The general importance of conservatism in selecting Preliminary Design
Load Factors cannot be overstressed. As noted above, they have a primary
influence on the general structural arrangement selected by the designer. The
need to cope, from the outset, with significantloads can force the designer to
make structural eff-_ciencya major objective in his overall design. Too often,
optimistic initialestimates of load have given him the impression that he can
compromise strength considerations in favor of his many other mission objectives.
Later, when the design is modeled and higher loads arc calculated, he finds that
additionalstrength can only be obtained at the expense of significantweight,
schedule and cost impact.
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PRELIMINARY AND FINAL
DESIGN LOAD CYCLE
After the spacecraft structure has been designed and sized in accordance
with the Preliminary Design Load Factors and when the other functional aspects
of the design have been established, a series of load cycles is initiated based
upon analytical models of the resulting design. This chart lists some of tile key
ingredients in these load cycles.
Analytical Modeling. Analytical modeling forms the basis for these load cycles
and, as such, is an essential ingredient. Analytical models of both the space-
craft and the launch vehicle are required and these models must faithfully
reproduce system dynamic characteristics throughout the frequency range in
which sigm/icant structural loads may occur. The range up to about 50 Hz
has been found to be important but, on occasion, higher frequency fidelity is
required. Most of the critical transient events involve significant longitudinal
excitation and the models must therefore reproduce at least the first longitudinal
mode of the coupled launch vehicle/spacecraft system. The frequency of this
mode, particularly for upper stage events, often exceeds 50 Hz,
Achievement of the required modeling fidelity requires careful treatment
of the stiffness, mass and damping properties of the system. Extensive finite
element r._odeliag of the structure is usually required and experience has shown
that attention to such details as separation joints and bearings is extremely
important and experimental data are often invaluable in these instances. The
acquisition of configuration peculiar experimental data for the spacecraft
normally occurs after the Preliminary Load Cycle is well under way and the
use of test-derived information is often an important distinguishing attribute of
the Final Design Load Cycle. Spacecraft mass properties usually undergo
significant evolution between these two load cycles as well. The spacecraft
damping characteristics used in the Preliminary and Final Design Load Cycles
are invariably simple estimates based on experience. Mode surveys of many
different spacecraft have shown that modal viscous daml_[ng coefficients on the
order of one percent of critical are the rule. The precise magnitude of this
damping has not been found to be a critical parameter for most spacecraft
trans_.ent loading events.
The dynamic model of the launch vehicle which is used in these load cycles
(and in the Verification Load Cycle as well) is often a very mature one. Knowledge
of launch vehicle characteristics evolves as flight experience is gained and models
57
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for the standard boosters _tre reasonably well established today. While it
has been found that many of the beam-like structur'al charactertistics of
expendable la'_nch vehicles can be accurately derived by relatively s_.mple
analytical means, other features require extensive modeling work. For
example, experience has shown that analytical prediction of the dynamic
longitudinal behavior of a launch vehicle requires careful treatment of the
fluid-structural {nteractions which take place in the propellant tanks. The
engine support structure is usually another structurally complex system which
* requires extensive study to represent adequately. Often, both the engine and
tankage behavior are only treated properly after flight measured structural
= response data are available for examination and the system has been remodeled.
The spacecraft and launch veh{cle are modeled separately by _.heir
respective contractors and analyticallycoupled to each other by the loads
contractor. This operation requires the use of modal synthesis techniques
which take account of allsignificantstructural aspects of the spacecraft-to-
launch vehicle interface.
Treatment of the launch event requires analyticalmodeling, not only of
: the spacecraft/launch vehicle system, but also of the launch stand. Again,
details play an important role. The nature of the interfacc between the stand
: and launch vehicle must be accurately accounted for in the model.
Finally, the modeling activity, in addition to providing an accurate
representation of the system dynamic characteristics must also result in
load transformation matrices (I,TM's) which relate mass point inertialload3
J
to internalmember forces. In order to develop an LTM itis, of course,
essential that the acceleration forces applied at mass points in the dynamic
model be relatableto node point loads in the structural model. For this
reason itis ideal that the dynamic model be derived directlyfrom the model
' to be used for structural analysis. For this reason and also because the LTM
forms the basis for deriving the statictest loads, ithas been found that the
structural portion of the modeling effortis best performed by structures
personnel in a contractorts organization.
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. Forcing Functions. Most of the criticalflightevents involve engine thrust
transients - ignitionsor shutdowns. Ithas been found that spacecraft
transient response is highly sensitive to the detailed character of thrust
transients and the only reliable source of such detailed information is high
sample rate flightdata. In the absence of such data, the results of ground
: test firings can sometimes be used, but usually with some compromise of
confidence in the details. The use of analytical thrust-time predictions is
limited to special instances and "specification" type thrust transients are
rarely satisfactory. Propulsion personnel can play an important role in
certifying the validity c,f any thrust transient used as a forcing function.
The engine ignition event can be accompanied by a "pressure pulse"
phenomenon caused by reflection of exhaust cases from various parts of the
launch pad facility. The forcing functions en_ployed to date to simulate the
effects of this phenomenon have been deri,,ed from limited experimental data
and tailored to give reasonable agreement with measured spacecraft or launch
vehicle response. Scale model "c_!S flow" testing has been employed as an aid
in establishing some aspects of the phenomenon.
Gust induced forces are characteristically treated by determining the
response of the launch vehicle/spacecraft system to a discrete gust having an
idealized shape which is "tuned" over a range of wavelengths.
Some launch vehicle configurations are subject to the phenomenon of
: periodic vortex shedding in the presence of steady ground winds. This
phenomenon poses a potential load problem for the launch vehicle and can be
of significance for the spacecraft in that it establishes initial conditions for
the launch event. Wind tunnel data provides the only source of information
available for treating this problem.
. The problem of establishing forcing functions to represent buffeting is
a frustrating one. A sizable amount of experimental work was done on the
subject during the early days of the space program. "Hammerhead" shapes
were investigated in wind tunnels and a considerable volume of data were
collected for specific shapes. Unfortunately the data is highly specialized and
: its application to new shapes is always questionable. Fortunately, acceleration
response data for the cyllnder-cone shapes characteristic of most current
configurations show only modest response due to buffeting. Data from Titan III
flights, however, indicates response during transonic flight which has been
attributed to the effects of interaction between the large solid rocket motors
59
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\ and the launch vehicle center body. Since the only data relevant to the pheno- _
menon are flight response measurements, a procedure has been developed for
scaling these flight data for application to new configurations. It involves
' identifying "similar" system modes for the flight tested and new spacecraft
systems. The procedure is not completely satisfying and therefore requires _-
the use of a safety factor.
Transient Response Analyses. After the dynamic models and forcing functions
have been assembled the remaining task is determining the transient response ::
inf.ormation which is needed to verify the spacecraft design. The chart lists
several considerations which bear on this design load issue. It was noted
above that flight data should be utilized to obtain thrust transients. These
transients vary from flight to flight and a sizeable family of them is necessary
to form a representative ensemble. Analyses are conducted using each thrust
transient and accelerations for each mass point, along with forces for each
critical spacecraft member are calculated. Examination of these responses
shows significant variability from case to case and statistical treatment is
required to establish bounds for the design loads. Design limit load is usually
taken as the "mean-plus-three-sigma" value of the calculated response. Used
in this sense, mean-plus-three-sigma is meant to imply a probability of non-
exceedance comparable to the three sigma level for a normally distributed
statis t;.cal variable.
In instances where only limited amounts of forcing function data are
available the small size of the sample should be accounted for, In instances
where very small amounts of forcing function data are available, statistical
treatment is not possible. In this event, worst case responses are multiplied
by a factor to obtain limit load.
Confidence in the spacecraft analytical model should increase as the
program matures. In the early stages of the program, when the Preliminary
, Load Cycle model is developed, knowledge of the structural and mass property
details of the design is necessarily limited. It is recommended practice to
account for this uncertainty by applying a multiplying factor o ¢_1.5 to the
calculated responses from this load cycle. When the analytical model for the
Final Analytical Load Cycle is developed, ]_owledge of the design should be
: significantly improved and this "uncertainty factor" is usually reduced to 1. z5.
t
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THE SPACECRAFT MODE SURVEY
%
• The commitment to construct the spacecraft is made at the CDR follow-
ing completion of the Final Design Load Cycle. This chart addresses the
spacecraft mode survey which occurs as soon as a suitabletest articlecan be
b_ailtand made available for testing.
Experience has shown that a spacecraft often experiences loads which
depen:lupon the detailed character of itshigher order modes, modes in the Z0
to 50 Hz range. Further, ithas bccn found that modifying analyticalmodels
to give good agreement with modal test results in this range is extremely,
difficult. As a consequence, the objective of the modal survey is the measure-
ment of all modes,in the frequency range of interest, with sufficient ,_ccuracy to
permit their direct use in the Verification Load Cycle.
The test article should be of fi"ght quality in so far as its dynamic charac-
teristics are concerned. Some simulation of sensitive components is usually
necessary but the mass and stiffness properties of the simulators must accurately
replicate those of the real equipment. Black boxes and solar cells are typical
candidates for simulation. Occasionally, it may be desirable to remove certain
subsystems frcm the test article to simplify the testing process. Solar arrays
are a typical example. When this is done, the subsystem modes are determined
in a separate test and coupled analytically to the measured spacecraft normal
modes. The spacecraft test article must, of course, be suitably ballasted and
instrumented so that modes will be obtained which will make this coupling
practicable after the test.
For spacecraft which are launched on expendable launch vehicles, the
mode survey is usually conducted with the spacecraft mounted on its adapter
with the adapter grounded at its launch vehicle interface. Some Shuttle-
launched spacecraft will require mode testing while mounted in their "cradles".
When the test is completed but before the set-up is torn down, the mea-
sured results should be subjected to as much scrutiny as possible to provide
• assurance that an adequate set of data have been acquired. Completeness of the
• set of measured modes, in the frequency range of interest, is judged by review-
ing all of the sinusoidal sweep data obtained during the test. All indicationsof
modal presence in the sweep data rnust be accounted for in the set of modes which
were measured. Questions concerning missing modes must allbe resolved. The
qualityof the measured ,nodes themselves can be judged by a number of criteria.
, The precision of the "tuning" achieved during mode acquisitionis a matter of
judgement exercised by the test engineer during the test. After the set of modes
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has been recorded, however, an orthogonality check is made to test the
independence of the measured modes with respect to each other. An
analytically derived mass matrix is necessary for perfo,-mance of this
orthogonality check. The matrix should be derived in a manne_ which is
compatible with the instrumentation employed during the test. The
orthogonality criterion applied to the measured modes requires that all off-
diagonal tez'ms iP. _he generalized mass matrix [_I] be less than 0. 10, where
and [@] = matrix of measured modes norma.lized to unity for each
modal generalized mass
[m] = test article mass matrix
63
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[MODE SURVEY TESTING METHODS "
The experimental determination of the normal modes of a complex
spacecraft is a technica!ly demanding prol_lem. This chart lists some key _._
features of current mode testing methods and comments on the current state
of the testing technology.
: The conventional method was, untilrelativelyrecently, the only
technique employed for major mode surveys. It consists of applying sinu midal
excitationto the test articleusing ;_everalshakers which are physically located
and driven in a manner which excites only one mode at a time. This technique,
while difficult o execute, has the advantage that the modes are individually
excited and can be subjected to close quantitativeand qualitativeexamination,
one a_.a time. Ithas the further adventage that data reduction is substantially
completed as each mode is surveyed, so that a complete set of checks can be
made before the test set-up is torn down. The technique has been employed
wi__hconsiderable success for many spacecraft programs.
The conventional technique has two significantshortcomings:
' (a) its use places major demands on the skill and perceptiveness
of the .test "engineer, lJarticularly in the matter of discriminating
modes which are closely spaced in frequency, and
(b) a considerable amount of time is required for its execution.
The time requirement is a particularly import. _t disadvantage since conduct of
. the test requires the exclusive use of a tes_ article which must be released at
the earliest possible time for other testing purposes.
A secc.Ld technique, called here the single point random (SPR) method,
has received considerable attention of late. It makes use of an approach
which is entirely different from the conventional one. Instead of ex=iting one
mode at a time, the method calls for exciting several modes at once using a
single shaker which delivers random force excitation. The measured excitation
and response are then analytically processed _o obtain transfer functions for
each measurement station on the jpacecraft. Modal parameters are then
deduced by further analytical processing of these transfer functions. The
test is relatively simple to perfJrm. In principle, shaker locations can
, be selected before the test and application of the excitation is a routine process
which can be performed, ina short period of time. The data reduction process \
can be performed after the testing, itself (i: e, the excitation) has been completed.
65
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The test set-up can therefore be torn down at an early date and the test article "'
can be released for other purposes. !
At the present time the SPR method can be said tc have two significant '
shortcomings:
(a) Completion of th_ data reduction process requires a significant
amount of time (more than a month for a complex spacecraft) and
(b) The effectiveness of the method has not been established under a
sufficient variety of circumstances to demonstrate that difficult
_¢ modal discrimination problems can be solved with itsuse.
When SPR techniques are employed for a modal survey, the Aerospace
Corporation currently recommends that verificationof the results be obtained,
after the fact, using a conventional sinusoidal search and dwell technique.
" Itis thus seen that improved modal testing technology is definitely
needed. Research in this fieldshould be aimed at improving existingtechniques
and at the development of new techniques as well. The objectives, as noted on
the chart, must include optinuizingboth the testing and the data reduction time
and must address the problem of close mode discrimination. There is work
currently underway in this area. Modal testingproblems have been the subject
of a number of projects which have been pursued by the Air Force Flight
Dynamics Laboratory, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, the Langley Research
Center and by several contractors. Also, we at Aerospace have had the sub-
ject under consideration for some time. Investigationsby the various organi-
zations range from seeking improvements to existing methodology to the
development of entirelynew. techniques.
A common feature of most new methods is the avoidance of exciting
individualre.odes,one at a time. Instead, modes are deduced by analyticalmeans
from forced or free decay response measurements. This approach treats the
testing time problem admirably bu_ leaves the mode discrimination problem open
to question. Mode discrimination is a serious problem in the conventional,
sinusoidal sweep and dweU test as well, but when modes are separately excited
and observed the existence of the problem is apparent and measures can be taken
to find a solution. The fundamental issue, then is how assurance can be acquired
that valid modes have bee,_obtained with the new methods in the absence of
direct modal excitationund ob_ervat io,,. \
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As noted later in this presentation, modal testing is a major ¢ _ntri-
butor to the cost of the load cycle process. Improvements which would
reduce t:his cos_: are sorely needed and it. is recommended that current
research to this end be both continued and enhanced.
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THE VERIFICATION LOAD CYCLE
The ultimate determination of spacecraft loads occurs in the Verifi-
cation Load Cycle, This chart describes the salientfeatures of this analysis.
The VerificationLoad Cycle occurs as soon as possible after the mode
survey has been completed and the data has been reduced to suitableform
for use izAa loads analysis. This requires thatthe modes of separately tested
subsystems be coupled to the measured spacecraft modes; that any other tesl;
article deviation from the f]ightcondition be corrected and that the measure,el
modes be orthogonalized. It has been found that this last step is desireable
to insure mathematical compatibility of the resulting spacecraft representat;ion
with the model of the launch vehicle.
The launch vehicle model and the forcing functions employed in the Veri-
fication Load Cycle should incorporate any data necessary to account for know-
ledge gained after the Final Design Load Cycle. This is particularly true of
any thrust transient data which may have been added to the statistical fatal!
as the result of additional flights.
The load transformation matrix is often updated between the Final
Design and Verification Load Cycles. In particular, the timing of the Veri-
fication Load Cycle often permits the use of structural information acquired
during the static test.
_ An uncertainty factor of 1.0 can be employed in the Verification I,oad
Cycle if the spacecraft mode survey is considered adequate.
The results of the Verification Load Cycle, being the ultimate load
determination, provide the criteria by which the adequacy of the spacecraft
static test can be judged. Comparison of the member forces obtained from
the load cycle with those induced during the static test provides the basis for
this judgement and for final commitment to flight.
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% OBS_.RVATIONS ON THE LOAD CYCLE PROCESS
: This chart treats several finalobservations on the Load Cycle Process.
The intent here is to note that the process has the potential of fulfilling its >
: goals provided adequate attention is given to its planning and execution. On the
¢
other hand, it is also noted that the process, in its present state of development,
:- leaves significant room for improvement.
The need for improvement is most dramatically underscored by the
current high cost of the process. The quoted cost, in the neighborhood of
one million dollars, is representative of a program which calls fcr three
load cycles. An approximate distribution of these costs is shown on the chart.
• As mentioned earlier, the Preliminary Load Cycle is occasionally
eliminated in the interests of cost reduction. From the technical point of view,
this entails some risk that excessive loads will be discovered late in the program.
This risk can be partially offset, however, by employing more conservative
preliminary design load factors than would otherwise be used. It is, of course
conceivable that the entire load cycle process could be by-passed if sufficiently
conservative design criteria were employed. This would require the use of
- conservative crite "_a for both loads and stiffness. A simple mode survey would
still be required to aemonstrate achievement of the stiffness (frequency) goals.
The cost breakdown indicates that modeling, together with loads calcula-
tion (which also involves a significant amount of modeling) accounts (or seventy
percent of the cost. Clearly, improvements in modeling technology could have
a significant impact on load cycle costs. The need in the modeling area is for
1_
improvement in both accuracy and cost. There are strong indications that the
number of modes required to achieve convergence iu certain loads analyses can
be dramatically reduced by employing residual stiffness techniques. This is an
example of a step toward the goal of reducing costs while improving accuracy at
the same time.
Finally, the mode survey is seen to account for nearly a third of t_.e total
load cycle cost. Ag.,in, technical improvement and cost reduction are both im-
portant goals. There are a number of promising activities now in progress in
., the modal survey field. These hav'e already been alluded to and they deserve
continued pursuit and encouragement.
,]
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The SPAR System i o
- SPAR provides a high-order language for solving a broad spectrum of
engineering problems. The system consists of an array of independent
processors, communicating automatically through a highly efficient general
purpose engineering data base management system.
- Advanced sparse matrix solution methods provide low execution costs,
minimal central memory requirements, and large size capacity; permitting
extremely fine meshes to be used. Static, buckling, and vibrational problems ,:
in the 10,000 to 20,000 DOF range are solved routinely. Maximum capacity,
without substructuring, is typically in the 50,000 DOF range.
- Highly effective in both interactive and batch operat_,l. Major studies
generally are best performed using a combination of both batch (RJE) and
interactive runs. Graphics terminals, 30 cps thermal-printer terminals,
and line printers all are used in various phases of typical applications.
- All input is free-field. Bxtensive facilities are provided in areas such
as mesh generation, data checking, automation of all aspects of problem
definition, daCa base interrogation, and custom report generation.
- Restarting and mixed batch/interactive operation is fully automated. To
restart, the user needs only to reassign the file, or files, in which the
data base resides, and resume execution as though the prior run had not
been terminated.
- The data base management system provides an automatic means of communicating
with external programs, through ordinary sequential files, for purposes o£
obtaining source data or furnishing results. All information produced by
the system is accessible in this way.
- Effects of pre-stress may be included in all forms of static, dynamic, and
buckling analysis.
- The EIG elgensolver directly solves sparse hlgh-order eigenproblems without
using any form of DOF condensation. I0,000+ DOF vibrational and buckling
eigenproblems are solved routinely. Costs are very low, particularly when
modes from prior analyses are used as initial approximations.
Extensive facilities for substructure and other forms of Rayleigh-Ritz
analysis are provided for use where appropriate. Fully coupled 400+ DOF
vibrational eigenproblems are solved routinely.
- Extensive dynamic analysis capability is provided: e.g. transient, random,
shock spectrum, steady state. Any system state quantities may be tracked
and/or recorded in the data base for use in subsequent studies. For example,
the results of a complete vehicle response analysis may be recorded in the
data base, and later used to define payload base excitation.
- Extensive thermal element repertoire, including conduction, convection,
radiation, and mass transport elements. Steady state and transient analysis
of linear and nonlinear problems is performed. Common utilities, e.g. mesh
generation, plotting, data entry routines, are shared by structural and
thermal functions.
104
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dExample SPAR Runstream -.
i I Load case 1:
4 - - ..
i 2 ) 4 2 3 / I. • .000.
,o----Iequal elements I Load case 2: • - 10000.
/
Commands: Explanation:
@XQT _'qB
STAR_ 5 $ The model has 5 joints. ,
TITLE'BEAM EXAMPLE iJOINT LOCATIONS $ Create data set containing Joint locations.
$ X Y Z
1 .0 .0 .0
2 .0 .0 10.
3 .0 .0 20.
4 .0 .0 30.
5 .0 .0 40.
MATERIAL CONSTANTS $ Create table of material constants
1 10.+6, .3, .101, 1.-4 $ E, nu, rho, alpha for material 1.
BEAM ORIENTATION $ Create table of orientation reference data.
1 1 1 1 1.
E21 SECTION PROPERTIES $ Create table of cross section properties.
TUBE ! 2.0, 2.25 $ Tube #1 radii= 2.0, 2.25.
CONSTRAINT CASE I $ Create data set defining constraint case I.
ZERO 1,2,3,4,5,6: 1 $ Zero all 6 motion components of Joint 1.
@XQT ELD . Define all elements.
E21 $ Define all type E21 (general 2-node) elements.
1,2: 2,3: 3,4:4,5 $ Beams connect Joints 1 and 2, 2 and 3, etc.
@XQTTOPO . Analyze element tnterconnection topology.
@XQT E . Analyze element geometry.
@XQT EKS . Create element stiffness matrices, etc.
#XQT K . Create assembled system K.
@XQT INV . Create factored system K.
@XQT AUS . Enter Arithmetic Utility System.
ALPHA: CASE TITLES . Create data set named "CASE TITLES"
I'TRANSVERSE LOAD
2'AXIAL LOAD
SYSVEC: APPLIED FORCES $ Create a data set named "APPLIED FORCES"
CASE I: I=2: J=5: 1000. $ Page I (case I) of "APPLIED FORCES"
CASE 2: I=3: J=5: 10000. $ Page 2 (case 2) of "APPLIED FORCES"
:_ @XQT SSOL . Create data sets containing joint motions.
i @XQT GSF . Create data sets containing stresses.
@XQT PSF . Produce Printed display of stresses.
@XOT VPRT '1
PRINT STATIC DISPLACD4ENTS
PRINT STATIC REACTIONS
STOP
105
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Example - Data Base Table of Contents l
J
Through the following commands, data base tables of contents may be obtained: ';_
eXQT DCU . DCU is the Data Complex Utility Program - _"
TOC 1
The above commands cause a display o£ the following type to be produced:
TABLE OF CONTENTS, LIBRARY I
BEAM EXAMPLE
E T DATA SET NAME P_ocessor by
SEQ RR DATE TIME R WORDS NJ NIINJ Y NI N2 N3 N4 wh£ch areuted
1 17 110778 191116 0 18 1 18 0 JDF1BTAB 1 8 TAB
2 18 110778 191116 0 5 5 5 0 JREF BTAB 2 6 "
3 19 110778 191116 0 12 1 12 1ALTR BTAB 2 4 ,,
4 20 110778 191116 0 18 1 18 4 NDAL 0 0 ,,
5 21 110778 191116 0 15 5 15 1JLOC BTAB 2 5 "
6 22 110778 191116 0 10 1 10 i NATC BTAB 2 2 ,,
7 23 110778 191116 0 5 1 5 1MhEF BTAB 2 7 "
8 24 110778 191116 0 31 1 31 1BA BTAB 2 9 "
9 26 110778 191116 0 5 5 5 0 CON 1 0 ,,
10 27 110778 191116 0 45 5 45 1QJJT BTAB 2 19 ,,
11 29 110778 191120 0 72 49 882 0 DEF E21 1 2 ELD
12 61 110778 191120 0 2 1 2 0 GD E21 1 2 ,'
13 62 110778 191120 0 15 1 15 4 GTIT E21 1 2 ,,
14 63 110778 191120 0 20 1 20 0 DIR E21 1 2 ,,
15 64 110778 191120 0 1 1 1 4 ELTS NAME 0 0 ,,
16 65 110778 191120 0 1 1 1 0 ELTS NNOD 0 0 ,,
17 66 110778 191120 0 1 1 1 0 ELTS ISCT 0 0 ,,
18 67 110778 191120 0 15 1 15 0 NS 0 0 ,,
19 68 110778 191122 0 896 5 896 0 KMAP 9 3 TOPO
20 100 110778 191122 0 1792 5 1792 0 AMAP @@#e 9 3 -
21 164 110778 191126 0 560 4 140 4 E21 EFIL 1 2 E, EKS
22 184 II0778 191124 0 30 5 30 -I DEM DIAG 0 0 ,,
23 186 110778 191127 0 2240 5 2240 _ K SPAR 36 0 K
24 266 110778 191129 0 3584 5 3584 11NV K 1 0 INV
25 394 110778 191131 0 30 1 15 q CASE TITL 1 1 AUS/ ALPHA
26 396 110778 191131 0 60 5 30 -1APPL FORC 1 ! AUS/SYSVEC
27 400 110778 191133 0 60 5 30 -1STAT DISP 1 1 SSOL
28 q04 110778 191133 0 60 5 30 -1STAT REAC 1 1 "
29 q08 110778 191135 0 208 q 208 -1STRS E21 1 1 GSF
30 416 110778 191135 0 208 4 208 -1STRS E21 1 2 "
DCU, the Data Complex Utility Program, enables user's to perform many data
management functions, e.g. copying data sets from one library to another,
disabling data sets, re-enabllng previously disabled data sets, etc.
106
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_alysis of fr_e model: Analysis of multiple detailed shell
and/or 3D models of components:
Vibrational modes _Joint flexibility coefficients
t force/moment eig Stress transfo_atlon matrices associ-
ated with unit force/moment resultants
= applied as membrane loads at edges.
_ h Dyn_i st e s transfo_ation matrices
Joint motions, reactions, gross Detailed dyn_ic stress res_nse of the
resultants (e.g. overt_ning entire m_el, or of any n_ber of sel-
moments), or any other state ected key quantities.
quantities. _ /
4 107 i "
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SPAR Structural Element Repertoire
Name Description
E21 General beam elements such as channels,
wide-flanges, angles, zees, tubes, etc.
E22 Beams for which the intrinsic --
stiffness matrix is given.
+ E23 Bar - Axial stiffness only.
E2q Plane beam.
E25 Zero-length element used to
elastlcally connect geometrlcali¥
coincident Joints.
Two-dimensional (area) elements:
E31 Triangular membrane.
E32 Triangular plate.
E33 Triangular combined membrane and
bending element.
Eql Quadrilateral membrane.
E42 Quadrilateral plate.
Eq3 Quadrilateral combined membrane and
bendinE element.
Eq4 Quadrilateral shear panel.
Three-dimensional solids:
341 Tetrahedron (pyramid).
: $61 Pentahedron (wedge).
381 Hexahedron (brick).
Compressible fluid elements:
Fql Tetrahedron (pyramid).
F61 Pentahedron (weCEe).
F81 Hexahedron (brick).
: Notes:
: - Aeolotropic constitutive relations permitted, all area elements.
- Laminated cross sections permitted for E33, E43.
- Membrane/bending coupling permitted for E33, E_3.
- E41, Eq2, E_3, Eq4 may be warped.
- Aeolotropic constitutive relations permitted for 3-D solids.
- Non-structural mass permitted for llne and area elements.
108
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SPAR Processor Functions
Name Function
TAB Translates user inputs into data sets containing
basic tables of information such as: >
-Joint locations.
- Material constants.
- Element section properties.
- Joint reference frame orientations.
- Constraint conditions.
ELD Produces data sets containing basic element
definitions, i.e. connected Joints, integers
pointing to applicable lines in tables of section
properties, material constants, etc.
: E Generates a system of d_ta sets called the 'E-state,'
consisting of individual element Information packets
containing data such as element geometry (dimensions,
orientation), and literal section properties.
E also forms the system diagonal mass matrix.
EKS Computes element stiffness and stress influence
matrices, and inserts them into the 'E-state'.
TOPO Analyzes element interconnection topology, and
produces data sets used to guide other SPAR processors
in forming and /actorlng assembled nystem matrices.
K Forms system elastic stiffness matrix.
M Forms system consistent mass matrix.
KG Forms system geometric (pre-stress) stiffness matrix.
F&_ Forms system matrices (dilitational strain energy,
: gravitational energy, kiretlc energy) associated with
fluid elements.
INV Factors system matrices in SPAR's standard sparse-
matrix format, e.g. K, K L&´| K-cMo
AUS The Arithmetlc Utility System, containing an array of subprocessor_
in the following categories:
- Source data table construction and editing For example, the
following commands cause a 2 x 5 matrix to be created and stored
In the data base in a data set nemed XYZ:
TABLE( NI=2, NJ=3): XYZ
J=1:2.3 5.7
J=2: 3.q _.2
J:3:1.2 8.0
6 109 _ "
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SPAR Processor Functions (continued)
Name Function
AUS(cont) - Matrix arlttuzeti_ operations. For example, the following
command causes a new data set, named KSUM, to be created and
stored in the data base. KSUM is the sum of two matrices residing ._
within data sets named K and KG. These matrices may be in any of
a number of forms, e.g. total system matrices in sparse format:
KSUM= SUM( K, KG)
- Special functions, including subprocessors used
in performing substructure analysis.
RMK Translates arbitrary M and K data into SPAR format
system matrices.
EQNF Computes fixed-Jolnt forces associated with thermal,
dislooatlonal, and pressure loading. Computes
el_nent generallzed initial strain arrays.
SSOL Computes Joint motions and reactions due to static
loading.
GSF Produces data sets containing element stresses and
internal loads.
PSF Produces tabular _tress reports from data sets
generated by GSF.
ES The Element State Processor, which will supersede
GSF and PSF. ES performs an array of functions,
including stress scans and automated production
of dynamic stress transformation matrices.
EIG Solves high-order elgenproblems involving system
matrices in SPAR's sparse matrix format. Used to
solve both vlbratlonal and buckling eigenproblems.
CEIG Computes complex modes and frequencies of damped,
spinning structures. System matrices are in SPAR's
standard sparse matrix format, permitting analysis
of systems of very high order.
DR Computes linear transient modal response.
II0
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SPAR Proees._or Functions (continued) >
Name Function
SI_ Synthesizes system X and K from substructure data
in the form produced by AUS su_pr_oessors SSPREP,
SSN, and SSK.
STRP General purpose eigensolver, full mass and stiffness
matrices. Used primarily in analyzing systems
i synthesized by SYN.
'_ SSBT Substructure back-transformation processor.
{ Computes Joint motions in individual substructures
from system state data in the form generated by
SYN and STRP.
,4
SN The System Nodification Processor. SM alters the
basic definition of th,: structure to cause modes
" and frequencies to approach target values defined
by the user. Typical ap,_lications include tuning
,: finite element models to agree with dynamic test
results, and design of vibration attenuators.
DCU The Data Complex Utility Program. DCU performs
utility operations such as printing data base
tables of contents, copying data sets from file
to file, printing selected items from data sets,
and transferring data t6 or from programs outside
the SPAR system.
VPRT Prints reports of data in SPAR's SYSVEC (system
vector) format, e.g. static displacements,
reactions, vlbrational or buckling eigenvectors.
PR Generates reports of the results of dynamic response
analyses. A variety of display formats are provided
for the results of transient and random response
studies.
PS Prints deslgna_ed parts of SPAR-format system
matrices.
PLTA Transforms user inputs; into data sets detailing the
composition of plots _o be produced by PLTB.
PLTB Produces plots of deformed or undeformed structure,
stresses, etc.
111
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Thermal Element Eepertoire
Name Description
Conducting Elements:
K21 2 node line element
K31 3 node area element
K41 q node area element
K61 6 node volume element
K81 8 node volume element
Convection to a Known Temperature:
C21 2 node line element
C31 3 node area element
C_1 4 node area element
Fluid-Surface Convective Exchange:
C32 3 node line element
Cq2 q node line element
C62 6 node area element
Mass-Transport:
MT21 2 node line element
Integrated Hass-Transport, Convective Exchange:
MTq2 4 node line element
HT62 6 node area element
Radiating Elements:
R21 2 node line element
R31 3 node area element
Rql _ node area element
Thermal Processor Functions
Name Function
TGEO Creation of primary thermal element network data structures.
SSTA Computes steady state solutions, both linear and nonlinear.
TTP,£ Computes transient solutions, both linear and nonlinear.
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__ FREQUENCYCOMPARISON OF TESTRESULTSAND ORIGINAL MODEL
ORIGINALMODEL
MODE FREQUENCY, FREQUENCY, DIFFERENCE, DIFFERENCE,
NO. Hz Hz Hz %
1 12.95 12.37 O.58 4.5
2 17.66 15.85 1.81 10.2
3 20.80 19.37 1.43 6.9
4 22.91 26.49 -3.52 -15.3
5 28.3) 27.90 O.43 1.P j
6 32.76 34.19 - 1.43 4.4
7 42.80 42.06 0.74 1.7
8 50.67 47.69 2.98 5.9
9 50.40 52.39 - 1.99 3.9
10 52.51
II 60.47
12 65.38 60.96 4.42 6.8
RSSOFDIFFERENCE 7.29 Hz
12
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Applicationof Perturbation
Methodsto Improve
AnalyticalModelCorrelation
with Test Data
J. A. Garba and B. K. Wada
Structures andMaterialsSect,on,
JetPropulstonLab.
APPRECIABLE EFFOKT is being expended on the test results. Analysis/test correlation is considered
•research and development of computer programs important because:
for the anal_ical simulation of structures. A (1) The model is usually used to obtain strue-
parallel effort eonsir, tc of the improvement of test tural design loads. Thus, it contains information
methods to measure the dynamic characteristics of vital to the structure, such as modal force
complex structures. Both of these have provided coefficients.
the engineer with valuable tools. The need has (2) The model can be made physically meaning-
existed in the past and will exist in *he future for ful to simulate the test conditions. T._us modifica-
capabilities to systematically update a mathematical tions to the model to simulate flight co,_ditions are
model to more accurately represent the test data. possible. The modifications may be -. result of
Currently, most organizations use a "trial and anticipated design changes or to eliminate some
error" approach to improve mathematical models. _mdesirable ground test condition, such as a
The demand in the future to correlate mathematical grawtational force.
models with test d-_a will be greater as the models (3) The use of analysis/test correlated subsys-
become more ccmple::. More reliance will be terns in obtaining system models using modal syn-
placed on test correlated analytical models to thesis techniques result in better simulations.
verify modifications, and some future requirements The overall plan for the development of a method
are for large structural systems which cannot be for the systematic correlation of analytical/test
fully ground tested. For ._ueh systems confidence models is to evaluate the applicability of the lmb-
must be established by analyses with test verifica- lished methodologies to "real structures", to
tion of analytical models of subsystems or apply new approaches as they are evolved during
components, the effort, to select the most promising ap. roach
The paper is limited to an._lysis/test correlation based upon the experiences. _,d then generate a
rather than "system identification," which aims to computer program which ;s compatible to user
create a mathematical model that v,_.ll reproduce the oriented programs such as NASTRAN. The above
ABSTRACT
There are current and future requirements to
develop a systematic method to update a mathe-
matical model of a structure to more closely match This activity describes the positive and negative
the teat data. The effort is cost effective since the experiences in using a metlmd publislwd by C. W.
number of reanalyses of a large structure will be White and an extension of tim method The results
reduced. Additionally, the mathematical model are based upon our understandi_g of the method as
will more closely represent its test data. published.
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steps are considered necessary to use technology a transformation from discrete to normal mode
developed to date, apply the methodology to a coordinates can be introduced as
realistic problem (often the methodology has been
$hown to be successful only on simple problems [ ]or a mathematically constructed set of "test data'_, {h} = ¢ 0 {_} (2)
and to obtaLn user experience prior to commitment
of funds to develop a computer program. Many where
problems with various proposed methods are only {_}= normal mode or generalized cocrdinat_
fully realized after an attempt at its utilization, vector
This paper is an application of an approach [_ 1 = eigenvector matrix obtained as the
published by C. White to the Viking Propulsion ,. 0., solution of the following equation
Subsystem (VPS) for which analytical models and
modal test data are available. The VPS allows
_ariatlon of the mass and stiffness, and is suffi- IM ][¢ ]_w2J=[K0] [¢0] (3)ciently complex. In addition, another method that 0 0 0
evolved during the work will be presented. The
attempt is to describe the experiences that were
both successful and unsuccessful. The authors where
have applied C. White's method to the selected _w02 4_:oblem to the best of our ability. The theoretical = diagonal matrix of the system
development of C. White is repeated only to docu- circular frequencies squared
ment our interpretation of his effort. In addition Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (1) and premultiplying
to using the actual VPS test data for correlation, a by [_ 0] T leads to
set of mathematically generated test data was also
employed to evahate the methodology. The result- _ 4 _ 2_ing perturbed an_ytical model is representative of I {_) + a) {_) = {0} (4) .
actual flight hardware and hence more xealistic
thanthesimplemodels usuallyused insuch studies. [ ]Other methods such as thoseproposedby members by virtueofthe normalizationof ¢0 "
ofWiggins and Kaman Corp. are inthereview
process and willbe appliedtotheVPS tounderstand A linearperturbationinthe nominal stiffness
their merits, and mass matrices can now be introduced,
The "best" methodology may not exist, but may
be dependent on the accuracy desired, or the P
dynamic characteristics of significance for the [ ] [ ] _ [ ] [ ] I A ]model usage. The paper assumes thata correlation K = K0 + 6p k = K0 + K0 (5)ofmost dynamic relatedcharacteristicsisimportant, p=l P
These characteristicsincludeeigenvahes, eigen-
vectors,kineticenergydistribution,strainenergy
distribution,cross-orthogonality,effectiveweight, Q
and modal forcecoefficients. [M]=[M0]+_-_Sq[m ] =[Mo]+[AM0] (6)q
LINEAR PERTURBATION METHOD q=l
The perturbationmethod followsthedevelopment where [K] and [M] are the perturbedsystem stiff-
by C. W. White, Refs. (1),* (2),and (3).Only ness and mass matrices, respectively.The factors
the pertinentequationsofthederivationaxe pre- 6p and 6q denotethe linearvariationsof the affected
ventedhere. element stiffnessand mass matrices A totalof P
Star'.lagwiththehomogeneous equationsof stiffnesselements and Q mass elements are
motioa forthe structurewithnegligibledamping assumed tohave been perturbed.
as Using Eqs. (5) and (6), a perturbed cigenvalue
problem similar to Eq. (2) can be formulated as
whe re
{h} = global system absolute discrete T ]) [ ] p .,_]displacement vector (Ill + [¢0 ] [AM0] [¢0 ¢ £2 =r01= theinitialmodel mass matrix
K 01 = theinitialmodel stiffnessmatrix
" "J (["'_4 [ _T_ A]+ r ])[ ]• Numbers in parentheses designate References ¢0J K9 ,¢0 _ (7)
at end of paper. 159
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where where
[_ = eigenvector matrix of the perturbed rh I a set of experimentally measured
problem _"exp_ modes
_'_4 Examining Eq. (9), the authors in Ref. (I) note that2 = diagonal matrix of the perturbed the right-hand side represents the potential and
system circular frequencies kinetic energy of the perturbed stiffness and mass
squared elements. Eq. (9) can be rewritten asThe transformation from discrete to normal mode
coordinates'Implied by Eq. (7) is
{h) =[_0] [_b]{Y} (8) [_]T [i][_]_,_f_2 J
[]T)44[] []whe )= the normal modes coordinate vector of - _ _b = R (12)the perturbed system
Equation (7) can be rewritten as
Ill [0] _flq - _w02J[_b] _- unknownWhereeverys,s,term in matrix [1t] contains the P + Q
In theory Eq. (12) leads to a set of equations
that can be solved for the unknown factors 5. In
P practice there are several difficulties, namely:
p=_ 6p ['0] [k] [¢0] [_b] (I) The solution of Eq. (11)for[,] requires -p the inversion of a typically very large nonsymmetric
matrix [¢0]. _ .
(2) The measured modes: [hexuJ usually contain
Q fewer measurements than the original vector _ h} of
T[ ] [¢ ][ ]_12j
the analysis requires. This leads to an incompati-
q-I q btLity in the solution for[ _ ] in Eq. (11).(3) E_I. (12) can be expanded into 1/2 (n2 + n)
equations in P + Q unknowns, where n is the number
In terms of model correlation, the terms in of normal modes being considered. If the number
Eq. (9) can be interpreted as follows: of unknowns equals the number of equations, the
_w2 4 solution c_n be obtained by matrix inversion.is related to the frequencies of the Otherwise, a least squares fit or a linear program-
analytical model to be correlated ming solution must be used depending on if the sys-
_flq is related the measured tern is underdetermined or overdetermined.
to frequencies Although Eq. (12) can lead to an exact solution,
practical considerations require the search for a
[_] is the set of eigenvectors of the simplified approach, possibly leading to an iterative0 analytical model solution to the problem of determining the required
] fac:ors 6. The authors, in Ref. (1), develop suchis the set of eigenvectors relating a simplification as follows
the analytical to the experimental If in Eq. (9) only the i-th column is considered,
modes the equation simplifies to
The matrix [ _ ] has the property
for an unperturbed problem, meaning that there where columns of [E]i areexists perfect correlation between test and analysis.
For good, but not perfect correlation, the matrix
[' 'iS strongly diagonal, meanlng that the slze of _ ['O! T [_m_.J [' ]{'l}Od/_onalthediagonalterms.termsare much larger than the off- -_ . l q
In terms of measured modes, the matrix [ @]
can be obtained from or
[ ,]-- [,0]"1 lhexp] (11) ['o]T [kip [00] {,i} '
' 160
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The solution of Eq. (13) is somewhat simplified from and
Eq. (11). Further simplifications can be made by @0 K0 _ = w
assuming that the perturbed modes are close to the
original modes, then, from Eq. (10), {x } = [_ {q} (20)
where {q} is the normal mode generalized coordi-
[ ] _ 4 hate" Inthec°ntext°fc°rrelati°n' [M0]' I-K0]@ _ I (14) and [@0] refer to the analytical model, whereas[M.], [K], and [0] refer to the test values. Hence
it is desirable to find ¢M1, and _K 1, by perturbing
If, furthermore, in the formulation of the solution a set of masses and stiffnesses and matching fre-
only the diagonal terms are considered, the set quencles and mode shape. Substituting Eqs. (19)
of equations simplify to mm (20) into Eq. (18), we obtain two sets of
equations.
P '}E] T "-_0 = E0 14 (15) [_] [M][_] l_l +[_] [K][_]lq} = {0}
and
which leads to T
I"'-41 ,'", [,o ]'[ ][:0 ]+ +¢@I K0 +cKI +¢@I {q} =[0}for the case where the number of the unknowns
zquals the modes under consideration, or
Expanding Eq. (21) and neglecting the second-order "
-1 terms and noting that
{6}=[[E0] T [E0] ] [E0]T[fl2-W021 (17) [.ol T [M] [@l =[I]
for a least squares fit solution where the number of T
equations exceed the unknown 6's. ['0] [M0] ['0]ffi [I]Equations (15) and (16) form the basis of the
model correlation used herein. It should be noted (22)
that the simplifications used in the above derivation _" 21
have eliminated the use of eigenvectors and rely [_]T [K] [_] = L _/
solely on frequency correlation. While frequencies
can be measured accurately, the method proposed where as before the _ and w0 related to the test and
by Eqs. (15) and (16) is essentially nothing more than analytical frequencies, respectively, leads to
an energy balance. The drawbacks of this will be
dlscussed later in the application of this method. [Z] {_, + _ f/2J {q} ={0}Sinceenergyis a scal rand he eigenveetorsare
vectors,itisobviousthatby usingonlyfrequency,
ratherthanfrequencyand mode shape, themodal and
test data is not used to its full potential. ([] [,0]T[ ] [ ]Before proceedingto applytheabove method, I + M 0 c¢Iletus consideran alternateformulationof theper-
turbationmethod as formulatedby J. C. Chen,
Refs. (4) and(5). Consider a s_,stem of equations [ ]T[ ][ ]forthe structuralsystem analogousto Eq. (I): + $0 CMI ¢0
(23)
[¢_I]T[Mo]['O]) {t[}+ ([" 0 4
[M] {;_}+[K] {_} = {0} (._.) + _
and introduce the linear perturbations:
T
_-_ "' E',] T [K0][¢'1] + ['0] [¢K1] ['0]
74 ¬0+ [",]T [K0] ['0] ) {q} = {0}
°?4+'[',]
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for the two equations to be equivalent, the coefft- and
cients are equated:
[,o]'[.-,][,o]--([,o]"b][.,, E<1,4:-(c.oJ.E.oJ')
....._: .[.,.]'[<[,o]) [_p]I,pl--_og-['oxJ,,,,
-(['oqF]['o]TE'q['o]=['°q-)"X.] "" _
*['°ITs:x4)(['0]T[][ ]- K0 _¢I Eq. (28) can now be solved for either {Sq} or {6p}by evaluating Eq. (26) with
•[.,,]"[<[,o]) [.,_l;E,]-E,o!,,,,
_ince the eigenvecters are linearly independent of Since in the set of Eqs. (28) the effect of pertur-bations in mass and stiffness matrices are uncoupled,"
each other, any vector can be expressed as a
linear combination of the complete set, thus one has a choice of varying one or the other at a
time in an iteration cycle, or one can separate the
modes effected by mass and stiffness and use both['_]--['o]N ,,_) o,_oeqo_t,o.._t_e._e,ter_,,ooo,,e,Each of the two Eqs. (28) l ad o I/2 (n + n)
equations in either P or Q unknowns, similar to the
where the matrix [ix] contains the linear factors, solution of Eq. (12).
Using Eq. (25), we can establish the following On the surface it appears that the alternateformulation of Eqs. (28) has the advantage over
relationships: Eq. (12) by making use of the measure._ mode
shape information {(¢1 ] . The practical problems
[¢0]T [Mo] [c¢i] = [cot] discussed°fapplyinglater.Eq.(28)inmodel correlation.,willbe
(26)
The Viking PropulsionSubsystem, which was an
importantstructuralsubsystem oftheViking
SubstitutingEqs. (26)and (24)and notingthatin Orbiter*was selectedfor correlatingan analytical
the notationsused earlier model withtestresults. Itaccc'"_tsfor 70% of the
VikingOrbiter weight,and the. _ht configuration
containslarge quantitiesof fluidswithullage.
[¢0]T[, ][ ] _ [ IT[ ] [¢0] The Viking Orbiter wae designed by loadsKI ¢0 = _p _0 k analysis. This process relies en .t rmprese,ttativeP mathematical model to obtain flight loads to achieve
p=l a reliable design. A good correlation between the
test results and analytical predictions is of para-
EEp]{ } mount importance. Data obtained during the- 8p powered hase of the two Viking flights have shown
(27) very good correlation between predicted loads
T _ [¢0]T[ ] [ ] and flight measurements, l_ef. (6).b]E'<E°o]" Othcr con ideratlon that m_,ke this subsystem6q m @0 ppropriat forthe apt)llcationf theperturba ion
q=l q technique are:
(1) The structure was thoroughly tested and
=[Eq]{6q} anal_zed; the results are documented lnRefs. (7)• The Viking Orbiter _s part of the Viking Space-
162 craft,which was flownsuccessfullyin 1975.
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and (8). The eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and
modal damping were experimentally determined pAG_
by a modal test. ORIGINAL
(2) An acceptable correlation between test and OF pOOR Q1J/LL_
analysis was obtained previously. This correlation
was achieved in a project environment with severe
schedule constraints; it was obtained by inspection
rather than a systematic fashion. The remaining
differences appear small enough that perturbation
theory is applicable for further correlation attempts. *
(3) The structure is of moderate complexity.
It contains thin-wall pressure vessels supported by
beams. The local tank tab areas were modeled
using the Guyan stiffness matrix reduction to gen-
erate superelements (Ref. (9)). It represents a
sufficiently complex three-dimensional structure;
a good test case for the various proposed methods
for correlation. Usually the examples consist of
eithercontinuousbeams representinglaunch
vehlcle_,or three-dimensionalstructuresusing
axial r_'wr,bers only. 10lANKC(, Z(4) The design of the major load carrying it
members was effected mainly by the lowest six
normal modes. Some highermodes were ofimpor- _:_ V X
tanceonlyinthedesignoflocalstructure. The 10IANKCG6
correlationthuscouldconcentratemainly on the i
lowestsixmodes.
(5) The varlatio_Lsoflargemasses were
importantunknown parameters. The effective
masses ofthefluidswere importantconsiderations.
Extensivetesting(Ref.(10))was performed for Fig. I - Schematic of the Viking propulsion
theirdetermination, subsystem finite element model
Severalconliguratlonsof thepropul,'ionsubsys-
tem were used in themodal test,these_ere (1)the PERTURBED ,_NALYTICAL MODEL
flightconfigurationcontainingappreciabltullage
volume inboththe fueland oxidizertank, t2)both Before theperturbationmethod was appliedto
tankscompletelyfilledwithrefereefluidw_th the analyticalmodel toobtainan impr,_vcdtest/
no uli,q_e,and (3)bothtanksempty. These con- analysiscorrelationwith_estdata,the existing
figurationswere chosentoverifythemodel analyticalmodel was perturbed. This perturbed
Inaependentlyoftheeffectofthe fluidon the model was thentreatedas the analyticalmodel,
normal moses. The model discussedhereintepee- and the existinganalyticalmodel was considered
sent.-, the second case, both tanks full. U the test data. The method developed earlier
The auaiytical model contains 677 static (stiff- waB applied to the assumed analytical model to try
hess) degrees of freedom and 84 dynamic {mass) to reconstruct the original answers.
degrees of freedom. There are a total of 5 types The purpose of this was two-fold:
of tank tab superelement stiffness models,
_17 plate elements and 184 beam elements, (1) Check the method.')logy using ti,.e same
Figure 1 shows the schematic of the _.na.lytical analytical model which is to be used for _.he test/
model lacludLngthe coordinatesy_tera. Figure2 analysiscorrel2tion.
isa photographof thetesthardware used inthe (2) Establishmemoer/mode groupii_;for
X_It,<i_.]test. model convergence.
The frequencycorrelationbetweenthe test The perturbedmodel was generatedby varying
valuesand thebestposttestmodel, hereafter a set ofmember stiffnessesand retainingthe
calledtheoriginalmodel, i8 listedinTable 1. masses unchanged, the members were selected
Note thatthereexistsa one-to-onecorrespondence based on the strataenergy contributionto the
inallthemodes exceptmodes 10 and 11. The lowest12 normal modes. Inthe process of
analysis shows that these are local thrust plate choosing the members to be perturbed, the strain
and eng!ne modes that were not excited during energy contribution for the be,_a el._:me_ts w:_
the modal test. Since they are of no consequence separated by stiffness component. Thus the axiaI
in rite design ul primary structural members, these contribution was separated from I)endl_ told torsion.
tWo modes will be dropped from any further For the tank tabs modeled by supcrelements, _,-
discussion. Ti_e root sum squared (RSS) value of single perturbation constant was assigned for each
the frequency difference in Table 1 is 7.29 Hz. of the groups varied.
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Fig. 2 - Propulsion subsystem modal test setup
A totalofsevengroupsofmembers were
selected to be perturbed. The member groups t.m._- F.<_.,m_co.p..+,o__..t_.,_.
andtheamountoforiginalperturbationislisted .do._m.,m,,<_
InTabl_2. Thisperturbationissimilartothat o_,._
Mode Frlq_lency, Frequency. Dlllerence, Dllleren+,l.
used by C. W. White in Ref. (l), except that the ,o. H= Xz H. % xo_. c+.+rtpuo.
perturbationi the 'referencedarticlewas applied
toaxialmembers onlyon a relativelysimpledynamic _ _.. _._ o.. +.s om_f._m_, mp_.."d_.._
model. Tne methodoutlinedinRefs.(I)to(3) was _ .._ _._s _.,_ :0._om,,,.._,, z
now usedtosystematicallyimprovethemodelby _ .o..o ,_._ ,.4_ _., c_.., ,,,,,__.,in Z
applying Eqs. (16) and (17), , _z_t _._, -_.. 4s.. o_._ ._ue_
Aftercarefullymatchingthestrainenergyand _._o._-o_-ph..
theaffectednormalmodes,tl,emodelwas indeed s .._ _.,0 0._ _._ F.,_t__,_z
forced to converge in four iterations. The fre- + _z._6 +4._ -L,_ ,., P.,_.,L_,.._
t_ ty
quencyconvergenceisshowninTable3. The t 4_._o 4z.o,_ o._+ _,_ -.._ _....,_nt
corresponding factors for the perturbed members ,.._o_....,.my
tnX
are listed in Table 4. The factors are defined as + so._, .. _,. __ P,..,.--,_,_
the cumulative multipliers to be applied to the m
propertiesofthe unperturbedcziginalmodel. _ so.4o ,,+._ -L. _._ _c.,p,,,,.,._
oontro| lime ,bl_
Thus a factor of 1. 000 means that the group has _.z
the same properties as the _riginal model. ,0 .._ t._,, u,,.._p,,,.Imd _ozl|e
Several important observations made in this . (,0.4'/ localIhru|tplate
exercise of applying the method to a perturbed ._d.o,,,,
analytical model are: . ... +o._ ++_ +., _._ p,.,,.,,._(_rltrol illCmbly
(1) Convergenceisnotguaranteed.As a matter ,. ,,
- of fact,themethoddivergedtwicetofactorsthat
IIM o( _l|felmne,, ? II HI
had no physical significance. Convergence was
Z64"
+_LB- +" W+.,+,'. , +, - " '_ .......
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Tablo | - Perturbed A_O'Ucll Mode) Member OrmafIM Table 3 - Frequency Convergence o( Perturbed AA_IyUcsl Mode!
_ _ OrlEinM Perturt_d Iteration
Model Model
A Side bfpods, 4 member,, supporting the ter&s +40% Mode Frequency, • Frequency, 1st, 2rid, 3rd, 4th, Sth,
in a vertical plane No. Hi Hs Hz H.._L 148 HI Hg
st Top bipod•. 4 members supportln_ tbe taJt_.s .80r_
in • horizontal plane 1 1|.37 13.49 11.87 12.34 12.30 12,37 12.37
C 3-hoJe tenk inbe, 4 superelements that (ere +805rl | 10. |5 16.34 i$. 07 is. 83 15.85 15.06 15.83
tim link between the side b|pod• led the 3 19.3'/ 20.39 10.51 IS. M lg 37 19 30 lg. 31
rllfd te_lt 4 34.40 30.25 20.41 31.15 26. :t4 26.40 20.43
D Top Siamese tank tebe, 2 tmpemlementm *IWI_ $ 81.00 28.30 J7,50 :tO13 _,95 _r_r.31 :17.90
4_nnectl_ the two tanki =t the top I 3J4.110 34.20 34.00 34.7.0 24.17 34.20 34.19
E Bottom Siamese tank t_be, 2 Imperetemonte 4405 7 410.010 42.64 41.M 42.09 42.09 42.08 421.06
_nnecUng the two pier.ca at the botiom 8 47.810 410.43 05.10 47.49 47.62 47.103 47.00
F Pr8eeurant tank rou.d members. 3 member8 +:10% 10 $2.310 52.61 $1.M 52.49 -52.40 52.41 32.39
8upporU M the preseurant VJnk 10 S2.Sl S4.:tl S2.41 52.0S 52.6$ 5:t. $0 52.51
O Pr8mmrsnt control esamrnbly (PCA) support _ 11 40.47 $I. 104 $8.6,5 60.34 00. 30 60. S2 00.47
Mrete, 4 member8 8upporti_ the PCA let 60.1)6 64.2.1 310.48 61.21 61.26 61.05 60.96
eConsldered u the t_st data to which the perturbed model ts to converge.
Table 4- Member Factor Convergence of _) h_'_J '_'_
OF yOOg o,,in,,**_. _,ro,_,,._..Member Or_ina/ Iteration
Grotlp PerturbzUon ls__t :tnd 3rd 4th Sjh Teet Original Model Model A Model B
Mode Frequency, Frequency, Frequency, Frequency,
No. Hz tie He HzA 1.4 0.8_ 0.994 1.015 1.00Z 0. Jlr;'
It 0.7 0.096 1.0110 1.020 1.000 0.101010
C" 1.$ 0.07:t 0.975, 0.940 0.993 1.005 1 let. 95 12.37 13 50 13.42
D 0.0 0.5)02 1.0:t3 0.09"/ 1.000 1.000 (0 -qe) e (-0.55) (-0.47)
E 1.4 1.774 1.290 0.923 0.998 0._ :t 17.66 15.85 17.59 17.28F 1.3 0.0211 0. 968 0.1)91 1.030 1.00:t
O 1.4 0.090 1.059 1.026 0.9810 O.lfl1) (1,010 (0.07) (0.30)
$ $0. 80 110.37' :tO. 07 :tO.100
(1.430 (0.13) (0.180
4 :t:t. 1)7 :t$. 41) :t:t. 94 :t:t. 1)7 _"
(-3.52) (0.03) (0.00)
attained by not allowing :he member factors to vary $ ze.. sT., 20.30 20.34(0.43) (-0.02) (-0.01)
more than an arbitrary factor in each iteration. , $2._0 34.lo set.T4 32.vo
Thus, for example, if in the second iteration (-1.4_) (o.02) (o.oo)
member group C was allowedtovary by 65%, the _ 4:t._o 42.00 4:t.o$ 4:t.s_(0. 74) (-0.050 (-0.05)
system soon --divergedtoa pointwhere some other e so.$7 4v.o0 $0.32 so.4o
member group was removed totally,resulting in (2.1)o) (o.o_) (O.lS!
an unstablestructure.This situationwas corrected 10 _o.40 $2.30 $2._ $:t.4o(- 1.900 (- 1.56) (-:t. oo)
-byregrouping-themembers and modes, even though 12 ,_.:10 00.100 0_2_ 02.4_
the originalgroup seemed perfectlylogical.This (4.42) (3 ,o) (_.0_)
arisesbecause Eq. (15)isindeednothingmore nSSo(V_f.... ,:e:
thanan energybalance. Thus unlessthemember ^,1omode, ?.2, 3._ 302First 6 model 4.50 0 57 0.6.3
groups are matched properly with the proper modes,
physicallyunrealisticresultsare obtained.Mathe- "_*(requency.Valueei ptrenthese, refer to the difference: taat frequency leee model
matlcallya solutionof Eq. (15)can be foundthat
adds a multipleofone setofmembers and removes
anothersetaltogether.The energyisbalanced,but
the resultisphysically not reasonable. Unfortunately, ANALYSIB/TEST CORRELATION
the matching ofmodes and member groups is not
thatclear-cut,_nd logicalmatching does not The previoussectionhas establishedthefeasi-
assurephysicallyreasonableresultswithout bilityo_theperturbationmethod and has also
some priorknowledge, revealedsome ofthe shortcomingsof themethod
when to real-lifestructure.The method(2) Simplemodels such as theone used in ap))llea a
a_aren*_'v_,,..,,.xcan be made to converge not willnow be used totry toimprove the correlationRef. 1
onlyuniformly,butalsomonotonically.Even with ofbetweenh thetestPropulsionresultsSubsystem.and the analyticalmodel
a most carefulmatchingofmodes and member VikingThe approach will be that of applying Eqs. (16)
groups the _ ""'^__r,,ru_,model didnotconverge and (17), or (28)in an iterativescheme. In
uniformly, proceedinginthismanner itisfullyre_.lizedthat
(3) The alternateformulationofEq. (18)failed the convergencecriterionisbased on _requency
9roduceohvsicallvreasonableresultsinthe aloneand thatthemethod consistsof anto energy
firstiteration,even thoughthe matchingof modes balance. Once a reasonablefrequencymatch is
and member groups was thesame as thatused in establishedthemode shape ischecl.cdto see if
Eq. (170. Thismethod was notfurtherputs,zeal, an improvement intheanalyticalmodel t,_sbeen
The speculationisthattheperturbationswere too achieved.
largeforthe alternateformulationleadingto The firststepinapplyingthe perturbation
unreasonableperturbations in the r0ode shape technique of Ref. 1 is to identify thc major model
[¢¢1 ] thatinturnaffectedthesolutiono.rEq. 128). energy contributors,bothpotentialand kinetic.
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Then the major contributing elements are used with rabi, 6- Pe_,b_.o. F_etor,
the affected modes to solve Eq. (16) or (17).
It was found that the lowest 5 modes all had r leme,_ Mod_lA Mo_ln
appreciablestrainenergy contributionby theside x.st.f.o.
bipods,topbipods,the3-holetanktab,and the sideblpo,. _.a0_ LU7
' top and bottomSiamese tanktabs,corresponding Topblpud| I328 1.000
3-hole tabs I. 179 I. 089
to groups A through E in the perturbed analytical TopSiameseLabs 0 754 0.865
Pressur,tn! t,mk $Upl_rt round 1. 401 1. 685
model, Table 2. The kinetic energy in the first P_,,,,_,, i_nksupportsquare 0 813 0.813
5 modes was dominatedby the fluidmasses, rcAluplmrtatruts 0.996 1.000
Shear t,e 0.218 0.196
Numerous combinations of modes and member n. _t,,.
and mass groupings were used in the solution of o_,,r lateralmass I 000 0.933
Eqs. (16)or (17).The groupingsallowedfor O_'dl_e_lo_,tudl.._lm.. 1.0o0 0.900Fuel later.d mass I.000 0.933
variationsin (i)stiffnessonly,(2)mass only,and F..I longltudlnalt_,'ts$ l 000 0.936
Presluranl Conirul Assembly lnerUa I x 3.199 J. 199(3) both stiffness and mass. None of the trials Pressurant Co,,trui Assembly lacrUa, ly. Iz 1.050 I 050
produced physically reasonable results. The
: solutions typically would indicate variations in
member stiffnesses of in excess of -.+_100%and
fluid masses of *30%. Use of Eq. (28) did not Table 8 gives the cross-orthogonality matrix
improve the results. None of these variations between the first six test modes and the correspond-
were considered physically reasonable. The ing analytical modes for the three analytical
systematic search for the perturbation factors models. The cross orthogonality matrix [CO] is
using Eqs. (16) and (17) was hence abandoned, defined as
Instead of a systematic search, the following
procedure was used: one group of stiffness or [CO] = ¢ LT LA CA (30)mass el ments was varied at a time trying t
match the frequencies of from Jne up *o four
normal modes, where
The group selected had the maximum energy
content in these modes. The factor for the member CT are the test modes or eigenvectors
group under consideration was calculated using a
least squares fit approach, which is equivalent CA are the analytical modes or eigenvectors
to solving Eq. (17) with one unknown. Consequently LT Choleski decomposition of the test mass
other member groups were r_ed to improve the matrix, MT
correlation. L A Cholcski decomposition of the analytical
Using the procedure described above, two mass matrix, MA
improved models were obt.ained, thus
Model A: Started with variations in the
"/member stiffnesses. Once this MA = LA LAwas exhausted, mass variations (31)were used; twelve iterations wererequired. M T LT LT
Model B: Started with variations in the fluid The local kinetic energy distribution (Ref. (13)) of
masses. Once this was exhausted, the major masses for the first six modes is listed
member stiffness variations were in Table 9.
used; seven iterations were required. Table 10 lists the effective weight (Refs. (11)
For either case the criteria for convergence was and (12)) as a percentage of the total weight for
the minimization of the root sum square (RSS) or the test and the analytical models.
the frequency difference between the test model and For purposes of r,mmber load calculati ns, the
rite analytical model, force coefficients are the most important correla-
Table 5 shows the frequency comparison of the tion parameter, the force coefficients for the main
various models and the test data. Table 6 gives load carrying members for the first five normal
the perturbation factors, defined earlier, that are modes are shown in Table 11.
required to obtain the frequency improvement. It
now remains to be seen if the model has indeed been DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
improved. Since frequency by itself is not a
measure of model correlation, the mode shape, Examining the results of the analysis/test corre-
cross orthogonality, kinetic energy distribution, latlon, the following observations c';m be made:
effective weight (Refs. (11) and (12)), and force (1) The perturbation technique of lie/. (1) thd
coefficients of the first 6 normal modes will b- not converge to produce a single tmiquc model.
examincd. Table 7 compares the modal deflec- Numerous other combinations of variations in
tlons for the major _aasses of the test to the stiffness and mass elements couhl produce '_,nilar
analytical deflcction_ of the original analysis, frequency correlation to that shown for Mociels A
Model A and Model B. and B.
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Table 7 - Mode Slml_ Compnrilon
Mass Pofnl and Original Model Model Original 51ode| .M_I
mrectto. _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ ._L-
X -0 04_ 0,014 0.014 0.013 1.000 0 067 0,074 0,068
K_Jtne Y 1.000 0.940 0.023 0.920 0.075 -0.010 -0 028 -0.020
Z 0.010 0.052 0.054D 0.0_ 0.221 0.1_0 0.104 0.110
X -0. 004 0.000 0.000 0.008 0.418 0,423 0.459 0 420
Oxldtaerta_k Y 0.034 0.340 0.351 0.._70 -0.032 -0+020 -00Zl -0.02";
Z 0. 000 0. 037 0.038 0. 030 0.544 0.390 0.260 0 331
X O• O_0 O. 005 O. 003 O. 00.3 O. 407 O. 3183 O. 409 o. 30Z
Fue| L'ud_ Y O. 428 O. 437 O. 300 O, 302 -0. OI 0 -0. OI3 -0.003 -0.002
Z 0.031 O. Or_O 0.031 0.030 -0.090 -0.136 -0.114 -0. J48
Pressurant X 0.007 -0.000 -0.011 -0.011 -0 322 -0.170 -0.000 -0.139
Y -0.131 -O. IT? -0.193 -0 I'17 0.020 n 007 0.004 0,000 E
t_ Z 0 012 0.036 0.037 0.037 0.243 0.120 0.074 0.093
R88 st d_ller_nee 0. I04 0.1"/9 0,170 0._$4 0.482 0.355
X -1.000 -0.662 -0._00 -0 43Z 0.035 -0.043 -0.00,) -0+007
fqKIhe Y -0 000 -0.080 -0.008 -0.014 0._30 0 425 0 440 0.44_
Z 0.009 0,708 0.471 0.303 0.039 -0.012 -0 005 0 007
X -0.682 -0.472 -0.290 -0.3./0 -0.014 -0.030 o 025 0+021
Ov,14_ertank Y -0.044 -0.051 -0,073 -0.0./9 -0,435 -0.336 -0.207 -0.279
Z 0. 787 0.703 0,643 0.612 -0. 027 0.033 +0. 046 -0.043 ,_
X -_,131 -0._00 -0.101 -0.213 0.017 -0.101 -0.023 -0.023 _qr_4LFull tAItk Y -0. 030 -0.230 0.060 0.061 1. 000 0.601 0.036 0.044 CZ 0.8;/0 0.013 0._94 0.440 -0.030 -_,173 -0.031 -0.050
PTeSSurMt X -0.443 -0.410 -0.333 -0.40? 0.121 -0.120 0 097 0.006 _ ._'
T_ Y O. 150 0,048 0.030 0.042 -0. 114 -0. 100 -0. 105 -0 090
Z 0.850 0.742 0.40"/ 0.590 -0.0./0 -0.004 -0+ (,'57 -0. 055 _
R$$ of difference 0. 543 I. 15_ 0.080 0.40./ 0. 450 O. 446 __"_ c%'_v/ •
X -0.00./ 0.004 -0.011 -0.110 -0.000 -0.00? -0,013 -0.012
ter(JJm8 Y 0 0.000 0.00S 0.00S -0.30./ -0 055 -0. 042 -0+042
Z 0. :114 0. _i_ O. ',165 0. 242 0. 068 -0. 007 0. 005 0.00./
X 0.103 0.139 0.000 0.123 0.041 -0.005 0.003 0
Oxidizer L'mk Y -0. 040 -0.062 -0 01_5 -0. 023 0.205 0,043 0.031 0.032
Z -0. 100 -0. 100 -0.0"71 -0,0./9 -0. 082 -0.007 -0.009 +0. 011
X 0._20 0.144 0.1Z9 0.153 0, 0././ 0.000 0.005 0 007
Ftm| ta_k Y 0.0"/3 0. 100 0.031 0.029 -0.520 -0. 070 -0,059 -0. o00
Z 0 015 0.435 0.545 0.494 0.300 0.01,5 0.029 0 031
Prvs_rsmt X i.000 0.792 0../10 0.73./ 1.000 0.10./ 0.172 0.168
Y 0,0_4 -0.010 0.011 0,008 0.212 0.027 0.016 0,010
Tn_k Z 0.208 0 1"75 0 2,_J 0.218 -0 140 0.007 0.012 0.012
RS8 o| dill,fence 0.334 0.305 0.331 1.074 1. 096 1 000
(2) The quality of the improved model_ is
questionable. The only elearcut improvement
_..,-c.._,_.._,.--....,....._,...... achieved is in the frequency. It is not clear if it
,.. _ would not have been just as effective to retain the
...- a n a a a a masses and stiffnesses of the original model and to
adjust the frequencies (generalized shffnesses) to
• • match the test. The data show that the mode shapeel 91lllt I II_ *q i llllllell .lllbllll*ll ,l$1elll-lll -. lllellleml 11411111'0411
s, .., ..... , ........ ,,.., ....... , ........... , .... ,+,IS.......... ,..... correlation of the original model with test data is
0, ,,,,.,,,.. .,,.,.,,.. .... '""" "'"......... "'.................. enerally better than that of the improved models.
14 ll41SllllleOl 110110111014 lltllldl°4bl lilt l_l II_ "Jill+Jill|'411 .llbllliell
,. .,,,,,,,-,, ..,, ........ ,, ........ ,..... ,., .... ,.,,.,...,,, ..... , This is also tt_e of the local kinetic energy, the
. .... ,,.,,.., ...,,,,,.,, .... ,.,,.,, .., ........ ,. ................ . effective _veights, a_d the force coefficients• It
is interesting to note that cross-orthogona_ity,
which is often used as an indication of correlation,
• " is an inconclusive indicator. The cross-II llll,ll, I Itm llellllll-ll e.lllllll*iPl It lll+q le lllllllllql , IHeSlIIOI
" """"""' ""'" "'"'"'"" "'"" ..... ' '"'"'"*' '"'"'" orthogonality betwee_ the test modes and all three
" """"" '""" " ' " '....... "' " ....... '* '" ...... ' alyti tly• " "'...... an c modes is quite good and apparenIq lllt_41tllbl *bltlSll-ll .*lllIIII'Vl lllllll'llle "*SIIlI+Iboll IItqtill'el
,. .sls,.,-.,..,,,, ,,...,,,,,,,,.,. .... ,,...., .,..,,,,...,,,,,,.,.., insensitive to variations in mode shape.
,. .,,..,,...,,,,,...., .., .......... ,,,..,..,. ,,,,,,,..., ..... ,.,.. (3) It is difficult to reconcile the perturbation
factors listed in Table 6 with systematic model
errors. Thus the required increase st the bipod
•, ."_':", "'"''" "'_""'" """"*"*' "''"''" '"'" areas by 40% does not seem physically reasonable.
" ""+"+" "_"+""" "';"++'" "'"'"' ""_"" '"_"+" these are axial load carrying members that
" '""'_ "+'_"'" "_"'" """"1 ""_''+"' "'"""' should not contain that high an Inconsistency. The
b_ lll_.b_ .l_qX,dq,-ql -+'I41P_I_IIoSI ..le,i_.otl .d_t_It_411 .l'_'llt4t°lll
•+ ..,.,..,... .... _._.., ....._._.., ,,,,,,,..._ .....,..,. .... ,...., shea.r tie decrease in stiffness by 80% does have
: . .._,....., ..,,...,.,, ..,_.,,.,, ..1,...,,, ..,_._..-,, ,._.,-,,. a physical exp)_nation. During the modal test it
wa_ found that the shear link did act as a nonlinear
' 167
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Table 9 - Kinetic Enerl_y DiltributioN, Table 10 - Effective Weight CompariSon.
% of Total Kinetic Energy 5b of Total We_ht and Inertia
MmJs Point and Ortlinal Model Model Or_lnel Model Model Ordinal Model Model Ordinal Model Model
Direction Tea.__1_ A B Test _ A_ _ Direction Teat Anal_ste A n Test _ A 8
X ;L1.6 84 0 46,0 'tT.S Wx 31.6 44.7 60.'/ 4_.S
ooddiser tank Y 76.8 60.2 74.4 71.8 W 83,8 64.3 83.0 82.2 1.2 t.0 0 0
Z 50.1 35.1 18.7 27.8 y
X 19.8 18.? 21.8 18.0 W s 0 0.8 0.5 0,5 27.2 15.5 7 3 10.5
F.el tank Y 10.0 24.8 16.5 18.1
z o, 8.2 1.e 2.6 xx ..o ..0 ..s 066 0 o2 o o
_ s_ e02 921 95.1 94.7
x 2,.0 ,.: ,.9 19.8 x, ,.4 ,.9 ,6.s 16.:
Oxidizer tank y 81.8 J3.$ 19.8 zg.s
Z 88.9 49.8 eg.S 69,8 Mode3
X 6.1 8.6 2.1 8.0 9 1,| 0 0
Fuel tenk Y 64,21 50.1 81.4 60.11 Wx 81.6 |1.1 16.9 20.6 0 1.4 0 0
Z 22.8 82,0 1.0 18.6 0.1 2.7 0 0 ' Wy 1.2 9.4 0 O 4.8 2,4 1.5 6,4
PresSurant W 62.1 74.9 72.6 72.9 1.0 0.3 I 2 0.8
tank ly 2.7 0 4.3 4.8 z
4)z 2.9 0 3.9 3.9 Ix 0 0.3 0 0 1.9 0.6 2.7 2.4
Mode 6 _ ly 14.8 6.5 0 2.2
X 11.7 11.3 3.4 8.1 Ia 0 O 1.4 1.1 71.1 67.1 67.1 68 8
O_Jdiaer ta_sk Y 0.4 2.0 O 0 9.3 3.8 1.6 1.8 Mode 5 Mode 6
Z 3.$ 5.7 2.4 3.1
X 8.3 6.4 4.4 6.7 Wx 23.7 21.7 10.4 18.6 2.4 0 b 0
Fuel tank Y 0.0 3.4 0 0 8.3 5.6 3.5 3.4
Z 58.9 56.6 ?4.9 66.4 W 1.2 0 0 0Y
W z 9.3 6.6 16.0 13.2
Pree|ura_t
Lank Oy 9.6 0 1.7 1.9 01.6 05.4 09.1 89.2 ly 0 0 2.4 0
92 1.2 2.1 1.9 1.8 Is 0.7 4,9 0 0.9 7.7 8 4 3 8 4.1
Table 11 - Force Coefficients, Newtons
spring due to monoball chatter. Modal test data _t_¢_¢.__o_Member Test vs.
was obtained in the linear region. Such a non- No. _ t 2 _3 4_
linear phenomenon does indeed reduce the effective
spring constant, aa_d it was found that the shear 4 Tee, -2127.._ 342.0 -1,_.7 -237., -194.4Original Analysis -2540 4 502.2 -105_ 6 -4_1 5 -IM6.4
linkhad to be reciucedinstiffnessby 80% to _,o_e,A -_977.87_.4 -_._ -_ _ -4_71
Model D -2930 3 6_9 4 -_9i, 8 -31)7 2 -334 9
match thetestr3sultsofthefourthmode, the s re_t -2_71 -2_7.4_9, 4o_._ _:v
only mode which was affected b_ i/_ member, o_t_t.._An._ye. -22s2 -_8.o 3_:,4 _,_,, 43_
MoDel A -303.7 -619. fl ,7.0 345 2 54'1.1A mass decrease of up to 10c,_ as shown for M_,, -_z.o -_9._ _,7 = _t:, 4_o
Model B is physically reasonable due to possible 41 Test ,1_00 -u2_.2 -4,_ _ s_,_._ --'_.2
Or_inM An_ysls 1900.3 -I086.7 -657 4 _15 8 -137 5fluid slos}" effects, even though the tanks were ModctA 2(,_9._-13_._ -,.,.,_4 ;,_ _ -_,:.z
completely full and pressurized. The increase Mode, II 2094 6 -1289. l -t_3_.8 &13.9 -270.3
in the moment of inertia of the Pressurant Control ,o Test 915.9 643.7 36_ 2 2',1 3 °235
Ortglnal Analysis 1108 5 63q 2 425.2 179 7 -13% I
Assembly (PCA) about the X axis by 300% is Mode,^ 122_._ ,_, _ 474.1 24,,_ -_4_1Model B 1280.0 75B 3 5o0.0 2_,0 _ -333.2
indeed acceptable because the model was found to be 12 Test 2213.9 367.4 -131 _' 9 191.7 2"17 I
in eylor ill tlle PCA moment of inertia and the Original Analysis 2442.5 426.1 -1_4.0 _7', _ -,11,,.7
Model A 2845.2 723.6 -742.0 f,(, l 4:_, 4
calculated increase is well within the physically rood,,, 27,9.7 817._,-,1_4.3 7_.:, ._,,_4
meaningful range. 11 Test 673.5 -442.2 355 4 -43; 7 44n
Original Analysis 678. q -481.7 25a 4 -|t,'_ _' 5'11,.3(4) The data presented shows that it would be Mo,_t^ 707o -_7".a _3,.._ -_,- 7 .....
desirable to correlate using mode shape in addition Mo_t. v44.1 -604_ -,r.4.1 -_z,__ :,+-'
to frequency. Since the mode shape is a veetor
rather than a scalar, this approach might be more
fruitful. The use of mode shape data as suggested the Viking Propulsion Subsystem has not bet.n
in Ref. (1)is impractical. Refs. (14), (151, and (16) established.
use frequency and mode shape for model improve-
ment. This method requires the evaluation of the CONCLUSION
derivatives of the eigenvalues and cigenvectors.
In addition, it considers statistical error distribu- The application of the method proposed bv
tions for these test data and .analyses. The method C. White to the VPS provided the '._uthtlr'; with ,1
is Successfully applied to a beam model of the good insight of the method's merits :mtl llm_t.,tioas.
Saturn V space vehicle. The feasibility of A comparison of this methc,I to oth(,r iml,l_._hc(l 'I
applying the method proposed by lids. (14), (15), methods has not been made bcr, ause ,nhcr nwthotlu
and (16) to a three-dimensional structure such as have not been tested as yet.
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The larger objective of this work is to obtain 6. J. A. Garba, B. K. Wads, R. Bamford, and
insight into the merits and limitations of various M.R. Trubert, "EvaluaUon of a Cost-Effective
methods, and to select one of these for an algoridun Loads Approach." Journal of Spacecraft and
to be used for a computer program for model Rockets, Vol. 13, No. Ii, pp. 675-683,
correlation. The program is to be comparable November 1976.
with NASTRAN. 7• B. K. Wada and J. A. Garba, "Dynamic
Activities described herein are invaluable Analysis and Test Results of the Viking Orbiter."
in a research and development activity leading ASME Winter Annum Meeting, ASME Paper
to a user-oriented program. Especially since 75-WA/Aero 7, Houston, Texas, November 30 -
the proposed methods in the literature have December 4, 1975.
been applied to a very limited number of real 8. G. R. Brownlee, F. D. Day, and J. A.
problems. Garbs, "Analytical Prediction and Correlation
The use of analytically generated "test" results for the Orbiter durir_ the Viking Spacecraft
to illustrate different methodologies can be mis- Sfuusoidal Vibration Test." The Shock and Vibration
leading. Algorithms that are successful on Bulletin, Bulletin 45, Part 3, Naval Research Lab,
analytically generated "test" results may not be Washington, D. C,, June 1975, pp. 37-57.
successful on real test data. 9. R. Bamford, B. K. Wads, J. Garba, and
J. Chisholm, "Dynamic Analyses of Large
*This paper presents "the results of one phase Structural Systems." Synthesis of Vibrating
of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion Systems, The Anzerican Society of Mechanical
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Engineers, New York, N.Y. 1971.
under Contract No. NAS 7-100 sponsored by the I0. W. H. Gayman, "FluidDynamics Tests
National Ae,'onautlcsand Space Administration. of theVikingOrbiterPropellantTank Configuration."
The effort was supported by Dr. A. Amos, PD 900-711, Jet PropulsionLaboratory, .
Materials and Structures Division, Office oi Pasadena, C_llf.,July1975 (JPL Internal
Aeronautics and Space Technology, National Document.),
Aeronautics and Space Administration. II. R. M. Bamford, B, K. Wada and
W. H. Gayman, "Equivalem "_rlngMass System
forNormal Modes. " Jet PropulsionLabc-atory,
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_ll_bl_ Rockwell Intemational ,_,
MacNeal's Method
of
Component Representation for Modal Synthesis
As Employed at Rockwell International/S_ace Division
for Shuttle Payload Anal_ses
by M. A. Martens
The shuttle liftoff or landing vehicle, exclusive of the payload,
is treated as one component which, for the synthesis of system modes,
is represented in the form described by MacNeal. Each payload compo-
nent is represented in any convenient form which contains the orbiter-
to-payload boundary degrees of freedom in physical coordinates (usually
Craig-Bampton or physical stiffness and mass).
Rubin's extension to MacNeal's method is not used because, for
the specific problem at hand, improvement in results sufficient to
justify the increased cost have not been observed in our investigations.
However, Rubin's paper (reference i) provides a lucid explanation of
the basic method and should be referred to for a more thorough deve-
lopment of this method_ The equation numbers in this paper refer to
the corresponding equations in the reference paper, though the inertial
and dissipative terms have been deleted here.
Basically, the component is described by a subset of its free-
free modes. However, to partially account for the degradation in the
mathematical representation caused by modal truncation, the flexibi-
lity terms corresponding to the discarded modes are computed and in-
cluded in the component representation. These residual flexibility
terms (Gp) are found as the difference between the total flexibility
(G) and the flexibility matrix (GN) obtained from the generalized
stiffness matrix.
Gp = G - GN (24)
Since the component is in an unconstrained state, special considera-
tion must be given to obtain the "freed" total flexibility matrix.
It has been shown that it may be computed from the rigid body modes
(_R), physical mass matrix (M), and physical flexibility matrix (Gc).
Gc is obtained by inverting the physical stiffz,ess matrix wi_h any
arbitrary set of statically determinant constraints applied. Assuming
the component eigenvectors are normalized to unit generalized mass,
the total flexibility may be found as:
G = ATGcA (21)
where A = I - MgR_ (17)
K
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The GN matrix may be found by inverting the non-zero diagonal parti-
tion (KN) of th_ generalized stiffness matrix and transforming it
back to physical coordinates.
The N partitions of the generalized stiffness and modal matrices
i refers to those partitions corresponding to all retained flexible
body modes.
With these equations, Gpmay be computed. The component may
now be represented with a mass and stiffness matrix expressed in a
coordinate system consisting of the selected free-free component
modes (0) and the physical boundary degrees of freedom (Ub) , such
that the equation for eigenanalysis is as follows:
-r--,,.::¢,,i G, .J,;[ + .- - iol......... _ -i 0 i O
where
MQ = I (assuming _,odes normalized ¢o unit
generalized mass)
KQ = Generalized stiffness
_b = Partition of modal matrix'containing the rows
corresponding to boundary freedoms for all
retained modes.
= Boundary partition of residual _lexibility
Gpbb matrix (square, symmetric).
This component representation is combined with the equations
for all other components, adding equations in the same unknown (Ub)
in direct stiffness fashion. The boundary loads sum to zero. Eigen-
values (_*) and eigenvectors (Q*, Ub* ) are extracted in the usual
manner from the system equations. At this point, the transient solu-
2ion could be performed by passing the non-boundary applied loads
through two coordinate transformations and the boundary loads through
one. The residual flexibility terms would appear in the transforma-
tions. A more convenient approach is to transform the system modes
back to the physical coordinate system before the transient solution.
In order to obtain the non-boundary terms (subscript i = interior or
non-boundary) of the system modes in the physical coordinate system,
Z09
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._ the residual flexibility gives rise to additional terms in the trans-
formation equation:
G-I Ub - _b Q* (32 & 33)Ui* = _iQ* + Gpi b Pbb
Once the Ui* and Ub* portions of the system modes are available, the /
transient solution may proceed exactly as if these modes had been
obtained without the use of a synthesis method.
"_ In order to employ this method of component representation,
inspection of equations 30, 32, and 33 reveals that the only component
data required are the retained free-free modes, the corresponding
generalized stiffness and mass matrices, and the columns of the resi-
dual flexibility matrix that correspond to the boundary degrees of
freedom. Considerable savings can be achieved in the multiplication
operations of equations 21 and 24 by computing only the required
columns of the residual flexibility matrix.
Reference l: Rubin, S., "Improved Component-Mode Represenzation for
Structural Dynamic Analysis," AIAA Journal, Volume 13,
Number 8, August 1975, pp. 995-1006.
M. Martens, 6/78
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COMPARISONFMODALFREQUENCIES
_IIIE_B.O,PLSD SP_-JPL-?_P_B.T.LB.CITD NODEDESCRIPTION
1 10,5-10,710,92 10,97 10,95 ISTBENDING,Y
2 10,9-11,311,29 11,19 11,19 ISTBENDING,X
3 17,1-17,217,25 17,18 17,25 1STTORSION
4 20,8 21,50 21,80 RTG
5 23,12 2NDTORSION+ LECP
6 22,6-23,523,37 23,25 23,30 2NDTORSION
7 24,10 2NDTORSION+ MAGNETOMETER
8 25,4-26,2 25,13 2NDBENDING,X
9 26,5-27,226.21 26,42 26,05 2NDBENDING,Y
10 27,3 27,97 27,81 SCANPLATFORM,AXIAL
11 ' 30.83 30,92 ANTENNA,Z
12 31,1 30,81 31,57 31,56 3RDBENDING,Y + ANTENNA
13 32,81 32,80 32,50 3RDBENDING,X
14 32,98 3RDTORSION
15 33,96 LECP,RTGTORSION
16 34,74 SCANPLATFORM,X
17 35,2 35,94 RTG,X
18 37,09 36,81 SCIENCEAPPENDAGE,X
19 38,70 38,75 SCIENCEAPPENDAGE,X ANTENNA
20 39,14 SCIENCEAPPENDAGE,X Z
ROTATION
21 39,6-40,340,04 39.39 40,24 SCIENCEAPPENDAGE,X
22 40,77 40,64 SCIENCEAPPENDAGE,X
23 42,13 42,20 42,21 ANTENNAROTATION,X
24 44,59 TANKROT.,SCIENCEAPPENDAGE
25 44,80 44,80 44,80 HYDRAZENETANKROTATIO_I
26 46,3 45,60 45,65 1STAXIAL
27 48,04 TANK,APPENDAGE
28 52,9 50,69 RTG,SCANPLATFORM,Z
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COMPARISONFDAMPINGRATIO
BO, MPSD SPR-LRC
I ,012-,015 ,013 ,020 ,016
2 ,012-,0!5 ,024 ,019 ,069
3 ,026-,031 ,027 ,033 ,024
4 .027-,032 ,030 ,031 •
C
. , ,002
6 . 5-.023 .023 .025 .024
7 .021
8 .015-.018 .092
9 ,011-,028 ,016 ,018 ,100
10 .013-.014 .019 .061
11 .028 .019
12 POORWAVEFOP}I .029 .025 .021
13 .031 .034 .036
14 .030
15 .024
16 .023
17 .018-.022 .070
18 .026 .022
19 .040 .029
20 .047
21 .011-.016 .016 .030 .023
22 .017 .012
23 .003 .002 .001
24 .012
25 ,008 .008 ,009
26 ,026-,036 ,010 .018
27 .O24
28 ,012 .013
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A COMPARISON OF TEST TECHNIQUES USED DURING
MOD.AL TESTING OF ET LOX TANK
G. D. Johnston_ Houston M. Hammac, A. D. Coleman, NASA/MSFC
This prPsentation will briefly show the results of test data obtained from
the modal test of the ET Lax Tank. A comparison will be made of data
obtained using Multi-Point Sine tuning of modes with data obtained from
Single-Point Random tests for the same condition. For the prupose of
this presentation, only the liftoff condition will be used to make this
comparison. A more detailed comparison of the remaining conditions and
description of the test setup will be made in the published art!cle.
This test was a major link in the verification chain of hydro-elastic
analysis and test technique, and the results are being used to mathematical|y
predict the modal characteristics of the entire External Tank. The general
objective of this test program was to determine the symmetric and anti-
symmetric hydro-elastic modal properties of a flight configuration test
article. Specifically, the program was performed _o experimentally
determine vibrational frequencies, mode shapes, damping, and modal energy
distribution of targeted modes selected from the pre-test analysis.
The test article consisted of a Support Ring, Intertank, and Lax Tank.
Figure I shows the test article in Condition I. The supporting special
test equipment consisted of the Access Structure, Air Suspension System,
Chroma._e Water Transfer System, the Pressure-Purge and Vent System,
Shaker System, Digital Control System, and Data Acquisition system. The
Access Structure and Air Suspension System are shown in Figure I. A
closeup view of one air bag pad is shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 is a
schematic of the air suspension system. Figure 4 is a schematic of the
Chromate Water Transfer System. Sodium mona-chromate was used as a
corrosion inhibitnr. The concentraLion was maintained between 200 and
350 parts per million. Figure 5 is a schematic of the Pressure-Purge and
Vent System. The ullage pressure was maintained at 3.3 psig _+ 1.7 psi9
throughout the test except when the 1.6 psig and 8.0 psig condition were
perfor,ned. Figure 6 shows the Digital Control System and Figure 7 is a
portion of the Data Acquisition System.
One major feature of this test setup was the ability to cant the test
article as much as thirteen degrees from vertical. This discussion will
be limited to Condition I (O° cant and 487 inches of fluid with 3.3 psig
ullage pressure). All of the test conditions where modal data were
obtained are shown in Table I.
A half-tank finite element model of the test article was generated for the
analyses by the Martin Marietta Corporation. The choice of the half-tank
was permitted by a convenient plane of symmetry and was required by the
time and size constraints in the computer analysis that was performed.
A detailed listlng of the modal grid and finite elements used can be
found in Appendices A and B of the MMC report number MMC-ET-SE2L_5 dated
238
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2October 6j 1978. The model incorporated the structural elements of the
Lo× Tank, intertank, load ring, air support system, and the fluid. The
finite element computer programs used are part of the Hartin Marietta
Aerospace Library known as FORMA. k detailed description of the modeling
methods used and analysts procedure are found in Sections 4.0 and 5.0 nf
the HHC report number _C-ET-SE21-_ dated October 6_ 1978.
The Test Requirements Specification (HHC-ET-TH07) specified thirteen
shaker positions as shown in Figure._8_8. In past modal tests, it has been
the policy of HSFC to select force input points at those locations where
mechanically induced energy is experienced by the structure to obtain
direct transfer functions. An additional shaker position was added at the
+ Y Solid Rocket Booster attach point. This shaker position was selected
to be the principal data point for the single point _'andom excitation at
the most critical condition of testing. The reasons for this decision
were that I) it would provide more direct transfer function data
representing the SRB input, 2) it _ould provide a more comQlete data
b_nk of modes for future analysis that possibly could be overlooked during
multi-polnt sine testing, 3) it would provide an excellent opportunity to
compare the two techniques and possibly improve on the current capability
of single-point random testing. Also, it was deemed necessary to incorporate
the single-point random capability because of the short period of time
allowed, initially, for the entire test program. A total of three n_nths
was scheduled for all four conditions. It was reasoned that if one lung
delay was encountered after the test w_s started, single point random
testing might be the only way data could be obtained for some of the final
conditions. Single-point random data was obtained at three different input
points during Conditions II and III. The driving points were at the ogive
tip in the Z and Y directions and at the SRB c,'ossbe_m attach point on the
+ Y side of the Lax Tank.
This test did have a few "firsts" for HSFC. One, of course, is the first
use of single-point random excitatio_ to obtain modal data on a large
scale str_cture. Another "_irst" was the canting of a large-liquid filled
tank to _ and 13° angles to obtain modal data. The cant angle did have
dramatic effects on bulge modes and benain9 n,odes. These effects are
covered in more detail in the test reports by HSFCand the _HC.
A modified Hewlett Packard Hodel 5hS1B digital system was used to perform
the multi-point sine test. This system is shown in Figure 6 and contains
a mini-computer and a fourier analyzer. It has the c_pability of controlling
frequency, phase and amplitude of up to eight shakers si,_ultaneously. It
contains a 32 channel multiplexer to allow on-line recording of 32 force
and acceleration measurements. At the beginning of a test co_ditlon, a
wideband sweep would be performed at a single shaker position. From this
sweep 31 transfer function plots were made to identify modal frequencies.
These plots were of the real and imaginary values of each accelerometer.
This process was repeated at several shaker locations to assure all modes
239
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were identified. Narrowband sweeps in frequency steps of .01 hertz were
performed where very high modal density was evident. Based on the sweep
data and plots of the on-line data, shaker positions v'ere selected to tune
the targeted modes. To tune the modes, on-line measurements were monitored.
Several parameters were used, but the principal ones were the Co-Quad
values and the phase angle of these measurements. Lissajous and the
driving point/acceleration phase angle was used in some cases When the
mode was tuned all 202 accelerometers, driving point forces and fluid
pressures were recorded on the Structural Data Acquisition System shown
in Figure 7. After the data was recorded, a soft shaker dump was used to
obtain modal decay data. The on-line measurements were recorded by the
HP 5451B system and the damping calculations were made by curve fitting
these decays automatically.
Single-point random tests were performed at the end of each test condition.
Excitation for the SPR testing was provided by a Hewlett-Packard 5425
vibration control system. The drive spectrum was a shaped 5 to 50 hertz
bandwidth ranging in composite force from 93 to 150 RMS Force-pounds.
Data was acquired with the same Hewlett-Packard 5451B modal system used
to perform the MPS. Using the 32 channel multiplexer, all 2u2 measurements
were recorded by seven sequential patchboards thru a patching matrix.
Approximately thirty minutes of data were recorded of each measurement
and stored on magnetic tape for later analysis.
The data was processed and analyzed employing a least _quares curve Fitting
algorithm to obtain the mode <_hapes and modal coefficients. Tables II and
III llst the modal Frequency and damping obtained from multi-point sine
(MPS) and single-point random (SPR). It should be emphasized that due
to insufficient time in the schedule, only one excitation point For single-
point random was used to obtain data for Condition I. The only target
modes not well matched with the multi-point sine data are three syJl_netrlc
modes. All three unmatched modes have bending in the symmetric or Z
Plane. Based on some of the analysis of data from Colldition II, where
three excitation points were used, the modal matchin 9 is even better.
; A lot of shell modes are listed in the SPR colur, ln that do not appear in the
{, MPS column. Again, due to insufficient time, the n-lmerous shell modes could
{
I not be obtained using the NPS technique. This does, however, point out the
great advantage of the SPR technique. The test article is now being installed
for the static loads test, but we can continue investigati.g all the modes
in the tank by curve fitting the data stored on tJpe.
The SPR data indicates excellent corre]al:ion with the lIPS. The damping
values agree very well and tend to verify that for this test condition
the l.ox Tank is a light],/ damped structure. It mubt be realized that
many of these modes will change and have considerably higher damping
when the Lox Tank becomes an intergral part of the Sh.ttle. There are
two modes listed here, howeverj that will not be affected significantly
240
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in the total assembly. In the opinion of the authors, the second nd '
third bulge modes of the aft dome (12.76 and 18.95 hertz) will still have
very low damping. These two modes are always the ones tl,at present
problems from the standpoint of 'POGO' and loads analysis. The second
dome bulge mode was the strong POGO initiator in the Saturn V and Saturn
IB vehicles. These modes should be observed carefully during MVGVT
tes t i ng.
Appendix A contains a comparison of seven mode shapes corresponding to
moda, matches in Tables II and III. A more complete set of mode sl Jpes
will be published at a later date and wili contain data from the remaining
test conditions. Condition II presents some very interesting data because
of the effect of the ]3 degree cant angle. The math model did a reasonably
good job of predicting the modes at the 13 degree attitude, but much more
testing should be performed to assist in improving the math modeling
techniques for in-flight cant angles.
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ET LOX MODAL TEST DATA
COMPARISON OF FREQUENCY AND DAMPING
MULTI-POINT SINE VERSUS SINGLE POINT RANDOM
_L_-" FREQUENCY,Hz *DAMPING C/CcMODE MODEDESCRIPTION
ICQ*.---.ANAL. KFS SPR MPS SPR
lO 5.00 4.88 4.794 .016 .0032 Ml, N2; SHELL (A)
12 4.75 4.90 4.969 .016 .0185 Ml, N2; SHELL (S)
11 4.39 5.261 .0197 MI, N2; SHELL (S)
5.655 .0155
13 5.16 5.72 5.8_i_ .022 .0158 MI, NO; BULGE (S)
8.867 .0021 MI, N5; SHELL (S)
19 8.91 9.04 .011 MI, NI; BENDING (S)
29 9.68 9.18 9.192 .00319 .0026 M2, N3; SHELL (S)
16 8.93 9.48 9.407 .0067 .0057 MI, NI; BENDING (A)
9.75 9.336 ,020 .0122 M2, N7; SHELL (S)
9.432 .Ol77 SHELL
9.767 .0075 SHELL
26 12.96 12.76 12.748 _n_-.00174 .00144 M2, NO; 2d SYS. BULGE
12.832 .00238 SHELL & BULGE
13.075 .00898 SHELL & BULGE, OGIVE
13.332 .0010 SHELL, OGIVE
13.650 .00535 SHELL & BENDING
22 12.79 13.73 .003 M2, Nl; BENDING & SHELL
13.798 .002
27 13.17 14.08 14.057 ,00165 .00338 M2, NI; BENDING (S)
14.528 .0045 SHELL
14.578 .0047 SHELL
14.736 o.0009 SHELL & OGIVE BULGE
14.877 .0033
15.240 .0077
15.517 .00137
15.760 .00195
I_.907 .0038
16.139 .0053
16.240 .0012
32 15.30 16.54 16.603 .00323 .0030 ; BENDING (S)
16.56 .0029 DOME BENDING & OGIVE SHELL
75 14.80 16.63 16.460 .0030 .0027 M3, NI; BENDING (A)
16.950 .0079 SHELL
* ALL DAMPING VALUES ARE AVERAGE FROM ON-LI E MEASUREiENTS
*':_AVERAGE SYSTEM DAMPING AFT DO E MEASUREMENTS INDI;ATE .II% DAMPING
__1 L l
TABLE II
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ET LOX MODAL TEST DATA
COMPARISON OF FREQUENCY A_]DDAMPING
MULTI-POINT SINE VERSUS SINGLE POINT RANDOM
CONDITION I - 00 CANT, 487 INCHES FLUID LEVEL (LIFTOFF)
ANAL-";-...............................................
MODE FREQUENCY, Hz *DAMPING CICc MODE DESCRIPTION
NO, ANAL. MPS SPR MPS SPR ......
17.313 ,0o34
17.563 .0078
17.679 .0014
44 18.88 17.74 17.764 .0040 .o020 N2; DOME (S)
i 18.o82 .oo17
18.316 .0161
18.464 .0033
18.698 .00o6
35 15.70 18.95 18.917 .0o19 .0028 EXCELLENT MATCH; 3d SYS BULGE
i 19.186 .0015
43 18.81 19.29 .0015 M3, NI; BENDING (S)
19.491 .0015
19.659 .0114
36 19.50 19.68 19.849 .0051 .0037 NI; BENDING (A)
20.091 .0029
20 211 . 02
I
48 20.92 2_.26 .OOIO ' M4, NI; BENDING (S)
41 21.72 21.57 .00148 Nl; BENDING (A)
23.83 .015 CROSSBEAM, Z PLANE
C3 26.03 25.76 .0041 NO; DOME; N2; OGIVE
45.41 .010 CROSSBEAM, X PLANE
":"ALL DAMPINGVALUESARE AVERAGE ),OHON-LI IE MEASUREIENTS.
.i_., ....... --.
TABLE III
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LOADS METHODOLOGYFOR THE _PACELAB TRANSFER TUNNEL £
The Spacelab Transfer Tunnel (STT), located wlthln the orbiter payload
bay, provides access from the orbiter cabin to the Spacelab (SL) ex-
perlmental area. At the forward end, the tunnel adavter connects the
STTwtth the orbiter cabin. At the aft end the STT attaches to the
forward cone of the SL.
The configuration shuwn is known as the short tunnel. The long tunneX
configuration, indicated by dashed lines for the SL forward cone, has
an addltlonal cyllndrical section added at the front keeping the Joggle
section ne_t to the SL.
Dealgn an_ construction of the STT has been contracted to the McDonnel
Douglas Technical Services Company (MDTSCO) by MSFC withHDTSCO subcon-
tracting the flex sections to Goodyear Aerospace Corporation (CAC).
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LOADSMETHODOLOGYFOR THE SPACELABTRANSFERTUNNEL (STT)
The support struts and keel fittings are designed by the STT inertia loads
during the various phases of fllght. The forward and aft flex sections are
designed by loads due to pressurization and deflections. The flex sections
are Interchangeable and are designed by the envelope of loading conditions.
Positive forces and moments are as indicated.
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!LOADS NETRODOLOCY FOR THE SPACELAB TRANSFER TUNNEL
The basic STT design consist of having the STT response to its
environments taken out through the STT support struts and the
keel fittings. At the Orbiter/STT and Spacelab/STT interfaces
the only loads will be those due to pressure and the resistence
of the flex sections to induced deflections.
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dLOADSllO_rllODOLO_ FOR THE SPAC£LABTRANSFER
Displacements and pressure requirements for designing the forvard
and aft flex sections.
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DATE PROGRAM OVERVIEW
by
W. Brian Keegan/William F. Bangs
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
(Figure I)
The Dynamic, Acoustic, and Thermal Environments (DATE)
Program is an effort to provide comprehensive measurements
of three potentially critical environments for payloads
contained in the. STS cargo bay, and to coordinate the
utilization of this information such that all STS payload
developers will benefit from it to the fullest possible
extent.
The DATE program was conceived because of a perceived void
in the attention being given to payload environments by
the STS developer. While this lack of attention to payloads
was understandable (given the problems associated with £he
development of such a complex vehicle as the STS), it was
nonetheless apparent that the payload community itself would
have to initiate the effort to obtain the data it felt it
needed if the cost benefits associated with the use of STS
were to be fully realized.
Thus, the DATE program was formulated and a proposal was
made to NASA Headquarters in October 1977, that the DATE
experimen£ constitute a portion of the OEX Program whose
primary objective is "to augment the research and technology
base for future aerospace vehicle design by utilizing the
Space Shuttle as a research vehicle to collect data in all
related technology disciplines."
(Figure 2)
In lihu with this OEX Program objective therefore, the
principle objective of DA'_'Eis to develop accurate prediction
techniques for payload environments in each of the three
criti,,.,I
. ...areas throu_h an iterative process of payload
response prediction, _ol]owed by the actual mea_ ;ement of the
environments, followed in turn by refinement of %,_e prediction
techniques until the process of response prediction has been
verified to be accurate through flight measurement.
While the STS is being used to accomplish this objective, the
prediction techniques so developed would obviously not be
restricted to STS payloads.
495
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(Figure 3)
The approach to be followed in meeting this objective is
to first acquire a set of baseline measurements that consider
the effects of several potentially significant parameters.
Those include payl _d mass and size, particularly as the size
affects the clearance with the cargo bay walls. Studies
performed by Bolt, Beranek and Newman on the STS cargo bay
acoustic environment have predicted that, in certain cases,
reduced cleara,:ceE may have an adverse effect on the acoustic
noise environment encountered by payloads.
r
Meanwhile, the variation in dynamic loads must be assessed
because they will be influenced by the payload location
within the bay and by its mounting configuration, that is,
method of attachment to the STS payload support structure.
And finally, the flight-to-flight variations brought about
by trajectory dispersions, winds, and the like must also
be measured.
Simultaneous witn these baseline measurements, potential
improved methods for payload environmental prediction
could be developed, the effectiveness of which could be
evaluated by comparing the measured responses with the predicted
ones. These analytic methods could thus be refined and
re-evaluated until their accuracy has been verified, at
which time these methods co,Qd be utilized by all payload
developers.
The DATE program is being managed by the Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC). However, because this principle objective of
DATE has such broad technology implications, a NASA-wide
panel of experts has been established, known as the DATE
Working Group. It provides guidance and direction for the
technology aevelopment permitted by the DATE measurements and
their subsequent application.
(Figure 4)
Of necessity, this objectivc of improved technology is a
long term one. There are, additionally, _ome near term
benefits of the data acquisition sought by DATE and these
are best summarized by the _econdary objectives of characterizing
the STS payload dynamic_ acoustic and thermal envirSnments and of
deve'oping a set of design and test criteria, directly
aDplicable io STS payloads in o_'der to permit design optimization
so as to be_ter utilize the full c_pabi!it_es _f the STS.
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(Figure 5)
Because of practical considerations necessitated by the
STS launch schedule, the DATE measurement program has been
subdividel into two phases. Phase I, while containing
fewer instrumentation channels than is truly desirable,
will permit some data to be obtained during the _TS
orbital flight test sequences, namely on mission 4, on which
the payload will be the Geostationary Operational Environmental
Satellit_--D (GOES-D), a free-flier that will be boosted to
synchror,_us altitude by the Solid Spinning Upper Stage (SSUS)
and on n1'.sion 5 _n which the payload will be a single
pallet tLat will remain attached to the STS for landin_ as
well. T, J Phase I data will indeed begin to characterize
the STS payload environments for the two basic types of
payloads, and will serve ar a basis from which to refine the
instrumentation plans for specific follow-on missions.
Perm_ssion has been received from the STS Prcject Office at
Johnson Space Center (JSC) to utilize the development flight
instrumentation system to record this Phase I data, barring
any undue complications resulting from the earlier STS
orbital flights.
(Figure 6)
The DATE Phase II program will consist of a far more
extensive set of measurements on approximately 9 missions
during an 18-24 month period after the STS becomes operational.
For this phase, the measurement complement would be expanded
to include force gages and thermal measurements. Recording of this data _ould
utilize the Technology Flight Instrumentation System, which
will be developed by the OEX Project Office for joint use
by all OEX funded experiments. The Phase II instrumentation
plan shown here is intended to conceptualize the program.
Specific payloads have not yet been assigned to all these
missions and the actual missions which are instrumented and
the precise number of transducers used on each will undoubtedly
vary as the program develops.
(Figure 7)
While the payload shown here is only conceptual, it can be
used to illustrate typical locations that may be selected
for making measurements during the DATE program. Microphone
locations would be selected to measure the spatial variation
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throughout the cargo bay, particularly as influenced by
the affects of the payload configuration. High frequency
accelerometers would emphasize component responses, induced
by both payload bay acoustics as well as structure borne
random vibration. Additionally, an attempt would be made to
determine the magnitude of the random vibration directly
transmitted to the payload by the STS. Low frequency
aacelerometers would attempt to measure the forcing functions
at the payload/STS interface, as well as responses at
critical structural locations throughout the payload.
The force gages will be used principally to measure the
forces transmitted across the payload/STS interface.
Finally, the thermal measurements would be used to measure
temperatures at critical locations on the structure and
to measure thermal fluxes incident at various locations on
the payload as a result of the sun, as well as from other
payloads and the STS itself.
(Figure 8)
Problems currently being encountered by DATE are outlined
here. The problem of payload manifesting, that is, which
payload will be launched on which mission, impacts our
program because foz any particular mission, the STS data
recording system must be properly configured for the
instrumentation complement that is contained on a specific
paylc.ad. Changing the payload to a different mission
creates obvious problems of coordination. As an example of
the problems, the payload planned for mission number 4
has changed three times in the last two months. While
obviously not an insurmountable problem, it does create
headaches.
The schedule is rapidly becoming a problem. Despite the
fact that the STS launch schedule has slipped somewhat, our
ability to start the necessary preliminary activities has
also been delayed because of delays in funding authority.
This is creating a schedule compression, which, while not
yet a s_rious problem, will rapidly become one if funding
commitments are not soon forthcoming.
,!
J
!
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(Figure 9)
The DATE funding requirements are outlined here, and include
funds for the acquisition, preparation and calibration of
the flight measurement system including the transducers,
cabling, and signal conditioning equipment. Additionally,
funds are included for reduction, analysis, and reporting
of all data obtained by the DATE program.
Expenses associated with the integration of DATE hardware
onto the payloads, a relatively modest; expense, would be
borne by the payloads themselves. The expenses of integrating
DATE hardware into the STS itself _ould be borne by the
STS program office.
It must be emphasized that the funding outlined here does
not include the development of a data recording system and,
in fact, assumes essentially free usage of an existing system.
Additionally, the costs associated "vith the developmelt of the
associated new technology are not included and would, _herefore,
have to be funded through the NASA Research and Technology
Operating Plan (RTOP) process.
Some continuing measurement progra1_ beyond Phase II would
probably be desired at a significant;y reduced scope in order
to evaluate vehicle modifications_%_d the like. Funding for
such an effort is not included in the currently requested
resources, however.
(Figure i0)
DATE is certainly not the only program in existance that has
as one of its objectives the measurement of STS payload
environments. In closing, then, a brief review of the status
of such programs was fel_ to be in order.
First, DATE is officially unfunded for FY 79 and beyond. While
so,he indications of potential FY 79 funding have been
received, no dollars have thus far been received.
The Payload Wideband Data System (PWDS) is an effort by the
Shuttle Payload Integration and Development Project Office
at NASA/JSC, to provide payload associated environmental
measurements after the STS becomes operational. To the
, best of our knowledge, this effort remains unfunded at this
time.
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Similarly, Martin-Marietta has proposed development of
the Environmental Response Instrumentation System (ERIS)
to the Air Force for the measurement of STS payload
environments, but again, to the best of our knowledge the
effort remains unfunded.
Two programs that will make STS payload environmental
measurements, at least on a limited basis, are LDEF/SBEM
and VFI.
The Shuttle Bay Environment Monitor (SBEM) will make
reasonably extensive acoustic and vibration measurements
during the flight of the NASA-Langley Long Duration Exposure
Facility (LDEF). This wil] be limited, however, to a single
mission on what is probably a not-too-typical STS payload,
thereby limiting the application of the acquired data.
Meanwhile, the Verification Flight Instrumentation (VFI) is
being developed by NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center for use
on the first two STS spacelab m_ssions. While here also the
dynamic and acoustic instrumentation is extensive, it must be
noted that its use will be limited to two missions and much
of the data acquired will apply to rather specialized
Spacelab hardware.
In conclusion, therefore, it must be emphasized that there
are no funded programs which have as their objectives the
general characterizations of environments for the various
classes of typical STS payloads. It is felt that this situation
should be remedied quickly, if the somewhat haphazard and
after-the-fact methods that sometimes accompanied th£
characterization of payload environments on convention91
launch vehicles is to be avoided.
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FIGURE 1
DATEPROGRAM
DYNAmiC
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THERMAL
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FIGURE 2
PRINCIPLEOBJECT!VE
To DEVELOP ACCURATE PREDICTION TECHNIQUES
FOR PAYLOAD ENVIRONMENTS THROUGH THE
ITERATIVEPROCESSOF PREDICTION_ MEASUREMENT_
AND REFINEMENT
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FIGURE 3
i
APPROACH
O ACQUIRE BASELINE MEASUREMENTS ON STS PAYLOADS
cONSIDERING:
' I
- PAYLOAD MASS AND CONFIGURATION EFFECTS
- BAY LOCATION AND ATTACHMENT METHOD EFFECTS
- FLIGHT-TO-FLIGHT VARIATIONS
• O DEVELOP IMPROVED ANALYT(C METHOD FOR PAYLOAD
ENVIRONMENTAL PREDICTION
O TEST IMPROVED METHODS AGAINST MEASURED DATA
O REFINE AND ITERATE METHODS AS APPROPRIATE
O DISSEMINATE PREDICTION METHODS AND DATA FOR APPLICATI'ON
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FIGURE 4
SECONDARYOBJECTIVE
0 TO CHARACTERIZE THE STS PAYLOAD DYNAMIC, ACOUSTIC ",.
AND THERMAL ENVIRONMENTS
0 TO DEVELOP INTERIM DESIGN AND TEST CRITERIA FOR
STS PAYLOADS ",\
i
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FIGURE 5
PHASEI INSTRUMENTATIONPLA
,_ MISSION _ ACCELEROMETERS
_, I._,
SS-4 5 J,O 12
SS-5 5 10 12
i
,i
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FIGURE 6
".. PHASEIIINSTRUMENTATIONPLAN
_ ACCELEROMETERS _
G_, L_.
8 30 36 30 12 100
10 30 30 - - 100
11 3O 12 12 - -
14 30 36 30 12 100
16 3O 36 3O 12 100
20 30 12 12 - -
22 30 36 30 12 100
25 30 - 30 6 -
28 30 36 30 12 100
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FIGURE7 i
TYPICALDATEINSTRUMENTATIONLOCATIONS i
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FIGURE 8
/
P_EQB.LE_
0 PAYLOAD I']ANIFESTING
0 SCHEDULE
0 FUNDING
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FIGURE 9
DATEFUNDING
FY78 55K RECEIVED
FY79. 220K REQUESTSUBMITTED
FY80 850K
FY81 700K
FY82 450K
FY83 lOOK
FY84 90K
FY05 60K
$2.5M
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FIGUREI0
STATUSOF STSPAYLOADMEASUREMENTP_ROGJ_
o DATE (GSFC/0AST) UNFUNDEDAFTERFY 78
o PWDS (SPIDP0) UNFUNDED
o ERIS (DoD/MMC) UNFUNDED
o LDEF/SBEM (LRC) FUNDED AT REDUCED SCOPE
o VFI (MSFC) FUNDED
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AI: IMPEDANCE TECHNIQUE
FOR
DETEI_IINING LOW FREQUENCY
PAYL:AD ENVIRONMENTS
Kenneth R. Payne
Martin Marietta Corporation
Denver Division
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SUMMARY
Analysis of various payload configurations is a very lengthy and
expensive task. Individual extensive models of the payload and boos°
re, must be mathematically coupled for the final system models _nd
then elaborate time domain response analyses conducted. The task of
the analysis integration for all the organizations involved as well
as the manpower involved in model coupling and loads computations
drive these costs skyward. With the expected payloads exhibiting num-
erous variations in configurations and experiments, the detailed
approach of the past will not be a viable cost-effective technique.
A preferable technique would eliminate the necessity of creating
detailed coupled models as well as eliminating the i_eed of an integra-
tion task. if possible, the technique would allow the payload organi-
zation of designers and dynamicists to generate with model information
from the booster organization, their own payload response and loads
predictions.
This study reported in this paper was conducted to dete,_nine the
feasibility of a new impedance techniqu= for determining payload low
frequency environments. By accounting for the dynamic coupling of
the payload and booster in the equation of motion in the frequency do- _
\.
main, the analytical effort is diminished by eliminating the final
eigensolutlons as well as reducing the equations to simple complex
transfer function multiplications. In addition, Lh9 model require-
ments of tilebooster consist of free-free un]oaded interface ,_dal
characteristics. Therufore, the task of intcgratin_ th_ loads onaly-
sis can be accomp]ishuO b\ ,_htainin_ a sct o! "_tar,d,_:'d"booster
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model data and the payload organizations computing their own loads
analysis cycles.
The information presented in this paper includes results of the
use of the impedance technique on Titan flight data as _ell as pre-
dictions of the low frequency environments for a proposed Shuttle
payload. The requirements for implementing the impedance techniques
and it's feasibility are discussed.
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SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOAD LOAD ALLEVIATION
USING BILINEAR LIQUID SPRINGS
R. G, Huntington,* R. E. Martin** and W. M. Dreyert
General Dynamics Convair Division _) _I_
San Diego, California Ol_,_G___ _ _ _ j,.
ABSTRACT __?/
A method has been developed for attenuating payload
response to Space Shuttle Orbiter landing loads. ', he attenua-
tion system cortmsts of preloaded bilinear liquid springs acting
between the payload and Orbiter. The spnngs provide high "_
quency and moderate magmtude, During landing, when Or-
biter-induced loads are high, the spring preioad is exceeded.
lowering the system frequency and attenuating payload
procedure is employed and results are correlated wath test - "
Two important goals of the Space Shuttle program are to: - b I --
I. Provldethesimplestpossiblemterfacewltha mulupliclty oums_,sc TER
of payloads.
2. Accept existing space payloads v_th little or no redesign, t t tau,v s_ms_-s
OSlIITEll A_ACAME_r
From the standpomt of structural loads, these goals have been Acctt.TIM[HISTORIES
found to conflict, particularly for the larger payloads to be car- Figure I. Trend mode/.
ned beyond low.earth orbit by the Interim Upper Stage _IUS).
It ts desired that the IUS be designed to be compact tallowing and the two large solid-propellant booster rockets as the corn-
maximum payload szze) and that all payloads attach only to a plete Shuttle vehicle hits off the launch pad. The second crtu-
standard interface on the IUS Inot directly to the Orbiter). cal load condition results if the missson ts aborted and the Or-
D.'namic studies have shown that critical demgn loads for biter lands with a complete payload at the design sink rate of
runs, spacecraft will rosult from either the Space Shuttle 10 fps. The analyttcally predwted shock spectra at the IUS-to-
hfto 'f transient or from landing of the Orbiter after an Orbtter attach points for these conditions are shown m Figure
abor,_ed mission. Further. normal 4pitch.plane) load factors on 2. A shock spectrum is a plot of the peak response of a single-
the payload substanttally exceed the 2 to 5g typical of current degree-of.freedom system to the load transient as a function
launch vehicles and, in some cases, the allowable attachment of the _ystem's natural frequency. Thus. payload mounting
loads on the Orbiter are exceeded, natural frequencte3 m the 4 to 5 Hz region will cause high
This paper describes a bthnear hqmd sprmg for attaching dynamic responses for the liftoff condiu. ',t, de the 17 Hz
the IUS to the Orbiter that provides the proper dynamic region :s critic_.l for abort landing.
char_cter_sucs to attenuate both liftoff and landing loads to Trend studies were performed using t., ._;ple model of
levels consistent wtth current expendable launch vehtcles. The Figure 1 to determine potential load levels as a :u_.ct_on of the
nonhnear dynamtc analvsm approach and =ts vahdation mounting stiffness. Due to the large overhang, most of the
through dynamw model rests are also presented, response c_mes from the fundamental p_tchmg mode. Figure 3
DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT shows :he peak normal acceleration at the spa:ecraft center
Figure 1 dlustrateJ a hypothetical spacecraft i0 feet m of gravaty as a function of the fundamental p_tchmg frequen-
diameter, 40 feet long. and weighing 5 c}O0lb that is typical of cy.
one class of payloads requ_rang an IU_ _or boost to h_gher or- It _s _een that for hftoffa frequency greater than 7 Hz ts
b_t. The potentml for h_gh normal accelerations of the reqmred, but thin frequency range produces unacceptably
spacecraft and h_gh local loads at the IUS attachment ,,omts ht_th accelerations at landing. Conversely. for landing, a fre-
m obvious from the geometry, quency h, ,v 5 Hz ,_ desired but _ves unacceptab!e hftnff ac-
Both cnucal destgn condit_ons for payload major strut- celerat,ons A mountintl frequency well below 5 Hz is ruled out
ture and the attachments are transient loading condttmns due to large deflecttons at the t_p of the spacecraft and the po-
LJtolf ionds result from worst.case thrust buildup rates and tential for coupling wtth Shuttle control system or propulsvm
thrust differe_tiats among the three Orb,ter hquid rockets ._ystem mode_. Frequencies above the 17 Hz rel_,m are not
practical due to the excess _tructural weight needed to achteve
that del,,ree _f stiffness. Thus. the Shuttle dynamw env_ron-
* ChtefofStructurat Dvnamws. Member AIAA merit requtres diffi,rent mounting stlffnesses .,_ hftoff and
°° Manager of Struc:_tres Technology. Associate Fellow ALAA abort landmtI to bold payload accelerat_on_ to the des,red low
; Sentor Dynamws En_pneer levels
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102 -- I t _U$VEHICLE
_ - I t,i
, I' '/:°'g'°0
== ..--" .°u,, /-- :_.,..--_.._-_-• '_%"_ SPRING / .,_ SUPPORTCRAOLELOWER
SO CRAOLE _#ArECRAFT
SEGMENT MOUNTING
FOflWARO INTERFACE
o |_l FRAME
i Figure 4. Bdinear liqmd spring cradle.to.Orbtter attachment.
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i ,2.x
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Figure 2. Orbiter forward attachment point shock spectra. _ Y
1_ i _1 'l,, [_ !' _ Figure 5. Cradle.to.Orbuer support reactions.
; / _'_'_[1 ' cradle.to.Orbiter,p,tch) plane, liqmd spnngs were cons,dered only for the four
• i I _ "_ i * Since landing response m pnmardy in the Orbiter vertical
i k Z.attachments. Trend studies showed.
= X _ ' however, that the aft spnngs contribut d little t dynamic
I_ _ / I 1 load reducuon. Therefore, hquid sprm_s were incorporated8 t i only at the two forward Z.attachments
-'• _ % uFTO.] Llqmd springs were _elected for this application because
/ _ they are hlzht, compact, rehable, and have been space-
_ 2. _ qualified. A hquld sprang stores enert.'3" by fluad compression
AVOIO /
oumS t * l _ t actmn is achieved by mechamcal ca_ng, as .shown In F_gure 6...,__.LIFTOFFO ] ; I and Its piston ,_nfices provide dampmg L_qmd sprml_ double-
] : I ! l W_th th_s arrangement, the mternal force due to differential| 1 II II
_UIO#,M(ITALFIiIOUIIICYIH_) piston area keeps the sprmg nulled until preload _s exceeded
Preloadtng _s achieved by silicone fluid pressurization at
T_ure 3. Spacecraft cg peak acceleratmn due to liftoff and land- a_sembly. Untd the preload _ exceeded, no fluid compression
mgversvsfundamentalpuch frequentw., takes place and only the structural stiffness of the
IUS/cradle,Orb_ter system is active. When _he liquid _prtn_
preload _s exceeded, fired is compressed and _he system stiff-
LOAD ALLEVIATION CONCEPT ness drops to essentially that of the hquld spring Reference 1
presents a detaded explanation of the liquid spring support
Several concepts were evaluated for provading the dual st_ff- system.
ness charactermtlcs required to minimize payload response.
The selected design conmsts of a stiff IUS structure mounted ANALYTICAL APPROACH
to the Orbiter by bthnear liquid springs. These sprmlts provide Dynamic analw_s of the load alleviation system uses the
lughstlffnessunderthemoderatehftoffloadlngcnndttmnand method of normal modes calculated w_th an assumed
Ic.w stiffness during severe landlng_. [ineanzed sprm_ and Incorporates the ;prmg nonhnearlty as
High structural stiffness _s achieved thr_ut_h the support part of the generahzed f,_rce m the equations of motmn Fl_zure
cradle system shown m Fi_,rure 4. The cradle acts as a 7 shows the bdlnear forca deflactltm curve characterizing the
"'strongback" for the IUS and carraes loads from the IUS to the hqmd spnne. A._pointed out m Reference 2. ;t _sextremely _m.
Orbiter bay cargo attachment points F_ffure 5 shows the s_x portent to account for this bdmaar el'fact In the dvnam)c
cradle.to-Orbiter support locations and the raactmn force analys_s ,rather than tl._a an average _tfffness value_ to deter
directions, rome t he _,,_pcm._e occurs:ely
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mT0,-UOUmS_RmG /OU_'tRPSSTON'_OmFtCt For a nonlinearsl,stem.thenonlinearitiesare treatedas
' ' "_::==¢I'_t externalforcesand introducedIntothe rightrodeof Eq 3 so
/ L _ ,,__,_, __ .._,'_'_'_k thattoe raghtsidebecomes:
"_ : _ '_.--,-=z_: .. . : :;_'7"t_'- = [MI" [¢ iT {F(c,*_} t4)
"x,, , _ .......... :---_-----_Z_ where F isthe nonlinearfG-ze.The modal parameters [o_J.
" sEA "-" "\ftVI:_CR_--'_n" IMI"Iand [q_iare basedor,the assumed linearspringr_,pre-
UmTNtUTaAL-SPmNGtXTtROEO sentedby the solidhnc,inFigare7.
Nonlinear foccesare describedin terms of forcesand
/ " _ .......... .......2,'. damping coefficientswhose magmtuder are functionsof the
, N.x__ _ ___F" total nonlinear forces are given by:
UNITFvztNoE0-$$_INGCO_im n FI= P (xj-xi)+C (x,;-xi)•(ij-it) _5)
_ i Fj
(6)
_[ ___ where P (xj-x i) is the forceasa functionofrelative displace-
___.o_ .:. L _/ _ m.nt between, and j and _ (x_- Jti)is the damping coefficient
. ___2._-:.__=.-__=.-..__. _ _.,.,_,_ as a functmn of r__latxve disp,acement between i andj Ob-
"---_ - " " vmusly,sincethe nonlinearforcesare functmns of displace-
nitcowntmto-sin;R,-comRtssto
ment. a sufficmnt number of modes must be included in the
analysis to describe the displacements adequately.
Figure 6. Lzqu_d spring double-act,on capeodity.
[n this case, x i and xj represent the d,3placements of
nodes in the fimte-element model on elthe: side of the liquid
sl - ,_#j_,. _ sp.,ang and are elements of {x }. The nominenr spring force, P,is obtained bv table lookup of the force difference between the-- ACTUAL LlaU|0 SPR|NG
= _ - C,Aa_CTES_S'nCS _ .....-... "" solid_nd dashed hnesofFigure7 forthe knvenrelativedeflec-
| / '.,on, xj . x i. The Ilqmd spnng has a nearly constant damping
= )t _" _'_'--_'- coefficmnt so that C (xj - x_) _ C and the addit,on ofthe I:qutd
_1"7 " -.11":t_E_'a_fZtOSP_m_AT_USEOFOR-'" ''' spring damping to the generalized force is just C.,_j- ii).
_ Z' _ [ / _AlCUIATI'Gs¥_r[MMOOES Modal struct"_ra! dampmg is estimated from experience and- includedintheleftsideofEq 3.Eq 3 waththe r:ght-handslde
[ i0 t nELTASPRINGFORC[(FUNCTIONFSPRING01$PLACEMENnmodifiedby Eq 4 to includenonlinearforces,issolvedincre-
_- , . . _ -.-2 mentally in time by the same numeracal ir, tegration technt-
o.i o._ o.I 04 os quesas in the linearcase.At each tlraeincrement,the non-RELATIVEOEFLECTIONACROS_SPRING(IN) hnear forces are computed as a fanctlon of the appropriate
relati,'ed fle_mns and added tothe linear(time-dependent)
SVmETmC_L forces.
The usaalchecks are made to determine thata :mall
F_re 7 IUS Iwutdspringcharactertstzcs, enough tntegratmnt,me incrementis isedtoget acceptable
accuracy [n addition,our experiencehas shown thatbetter
For a hnear system,the equationsof motmn in matrax accuracyisobtainedifthe arbitrary[inea:_zedsprangcons-
notationare gavenby" tantisclosertothelowerofthebdinearspringconstantsIf_t
istoonearthe hlgherspringconstant,toomany modes are re-
iml [M) + [cl [_] *(kl ;x] = [Flu} tD qutredtoget accuratedeflections
where Im],[c[.and lklare the mass. damping, and stiffness Both liftoffand landinganaly:_esconsideredonly the
matrices,respectively;while{F_t)}isthe tlme-dependentap- symmetric ip_tchpiane_ response.Liftoffforcingfunctions
pliedforcevector.The variablesx._,and _ aredisplacement, cons,stedof Orbiterengine and qobd rocketmotor thrust,
velocity,and acceleration,respectively standreactmns,and apphed wand loads.Landingforomg func,
rheseequatmns are solvedusingnormal twathrespectto tmns includedthe lonhntudinalan:lverticalcomponents of
both _he mass and stiffness matrices# modes as genorahzed mare Landing loads at the fore and aft gear attachment points
coordinates by making the subst_tutm,-, for a sy,'.metrac landing conditmn.
(x} - {O] {q} t2) The spacecraftanalyzedwas assumed tobe rl_d.40 feet
long.and toweigh 5,000lb.Itwa:icantileveredfrom the for-
where [q)Itsthematrixofmodal v_.ctorsan.ilq} m the vector ward end ofthe IUS The IUS/cradlesystem was 16 feetlong
of time-dependentgenerahzed coord:nate-;.This yieldsthe and :'elghed36,500lb.
equatmn of motmn" Modes forthespac_craft/IU,i/cradleand Shuttlewereob-
{i_} + 12 fo_[ iql _- !o_q '_ql _ IMP. [,P IT[Fit)} (3) ta,ned separately and then combined v_a mode synthesm. Forthe Shuttle, the lowest 48 fre_,-free _ymmetr_c modes were
where IMI m the generahzed mas,. matrix. _ _smodal circular employed w_thout payioad and r, ntonstramed at the cradle at-
frequency, _" _s modal damping _C'Ccr) and the matrix tachment pomt_ The _pacecraft,IL'S_cradle modes consisted
_uperscrlpts -1 and T represent reverse and transpose, respec- of the lowest 13 symmetric t.',,des w_th the system assumed
uvely fixed at the cradle/Orbiter atu,_hment points Each hqmd
3 ts solved numerically by ._tandard integration tech- spring was hneartzed to a value o_' 1,')_ Iban for mode corn-
tuques for [q}, and tts dertvat_ves as a funct:,m of time.._.m- putat,on, as simwn m l"_tzure 7 Total qygtem modes were ob-
placements, veloc]ttes, and acceJeratmns are obtained by tamedbv thecomp,ment mode synthesis methoddescrlbedln
subst,tutmn mto Eq 2 References 3 and.,
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In the response analysls, the f;rst 50 system normal Figure I0 presents corresponding time h,stories of rela-
modes were included. This covered the frequency range up to tire deflect:ors between the [US cladle and the Orbiter for-
24 Hz for liftoff and 38 Hz for landing. Liquid spring bdinear ward Z-attachment for the hn_ar and nonlinear systems. For
stiffness charactensucs are shown in Figure 7. The damping the linear system Ino load allevlatxonL the peak relative
coefficient for each liquid spnng was assumed to be a constant deflecuon is about 0.077. inch ¢compress]on). producing a
880 Ib-sec/in. force on each Orhlter forward attachment of 72 000 lb. With
the liqmd spnng connectmg *he cradle to the Orbiter at the
ANALYSIS RESULTS forward suvports, the peak relative deflectmn increases to -
Typical time histories of spacecraft center of gravity leg) tran- 0.42 inch, but the maximum reaction force at each Orbiter for-
slent accelerauons dunng Orb,ter landing are shown m ward Z.support is reduced to 37.100 lb. The liquid spring
Figures 8 and 9. As seen m Fi;n,ro 8, maximum acceleration preload was set at 21.750 lb. correspondmg to 0.022 inch rela-
with no load alleviation is 5.6g _:,4 occurs 0.2.5 _econd after ",',e deflection. This corresponds to approximately 2g load fac-
touchdown. Peak negative acceleration ia -2.7g at t = 0 "14 tot at the forward Z-_ttachments. The nonhnear analysts
second. Figure 9 _hows the -orresponding response base-_ on shows tkat a substantml portion of the total response time is
analysts u_mg the liquid .:prmg model. It can be seen tLat the spent on the ..'oft portion of _he stiffness cm-ve ._,mng landing.
nature of the response is quite different. Max]mu_a positive Llftoff respor.se calculauons for this configurauon predict
acceleratmn still occurs at t = 0.25 second, but _s reduced m that peak reactions never exceed the liquid spring preload.
magnitude to 3.4g. Peak negative accelerat]on is increased to
-3.5g and occurs earlier at t _ 0.40 second. I _.,.teA0..,v,A,,HAill I ........l [ i I ..... o......... ( .......
! l :! i : I i ! I '"
,/..t/ ............./ vii /i]li/// " ..........: "d ............)l Illl!//i ....
' V i flUE,$1£)
=, _2 _= *i , _, _ ?, _ ,_ Figure I0 Liquid sprzn_ deflection during landtn¢Illut _slo
Ftgure 8. Landing response of spacecraft cg ,,,tthout load L_md and acceleratmn reductions due to the bllinear
allevlatwn spnng are summarized in Table I for the basehne system. Sig-
n,ficant reducuons m acceleration and attachment load can
l .____ ', : I be seen when the liquid spring Is incorporated m the landing
, t _ analysis.
' !
I
Without W_th
_ ___h__ It.rn Condition Liquid Sprmgl L,qt ld Sr rmll.
_* A I1_ Lzllofl _.ag
Pe_k Pitch Izl
Accel_rat*on Landing 5.6g 3.5g/
I Rt,actlon Landing 72.tx)o Ih 37.1 O0 Ib
a
I Defl_.ctlon |
Splc_c raft Tip _m.I Lat_dlnK O._6 1.4|
_!1]II !1
)_--_ _-_ -- to hqmd _pnng flextbdtty was fi}und to be unwarranted. As
i shown in Table 1. spacecraft maximum t_p deflectmn _s only1 -;4 inches. The relatively low deflectmn raises the question of
% ,, _ =_ . . . o, _* _* '* n:ducmg tile Ilt|Ui() _prmg stxffne_s for _reater attenuatlo_ ofIIIM_lilc1
landing loads A landing ,malysl._ assuming a 10.000 Ib,m.
•_'iclur¢ 9 Landing response of spacecraft ('£ lu_th h)ad Mtet, m. spring rate mqe:_d of 39.500 Ib,m . keeping the preload cons.
tzon. t,mt. mcrea_ed the _pacecraft tip defl,et;on to 2.1 ;aches whde
J
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reducing spacecraft cg peak acceleration to 2.5g. Liftoff -_ '* •
response ib unaffected by reduction m spring constant since
preload is not exceeded duri,g liftoff. _ ,
While the 5,000-lb. rigidspacecraftwas the basisforthe _,
trend studies and for sizing the liqmd spring system. _ /r -- --
spacecraft flexibility was _lso considered. An exmting Air _ _ .
Force spa_raf t, was analyzed by ivduding the spacecraft
cantilever modes in the mode _b'nt_sis and then performing _
thenonlineardynamlc responseanalysisinthe same manner ,_
asfortherigidspacecraft.Resultsverifiedtheeffectivenessof
the liquid spring system in reducing landing response. ,_
The effect of spacecraft _exJbdity was also evaluated
through trend studiesin whlch the 5,000-1b.,40-foot-long m
spacecraftwas assumed to be a uniform cantileverbeam. s la is za zi 3o I_
Figure 11 shows the effect of spacecraft fundamental can- SPACECRAFTCAIITILEVFRIIENOINGFREQUENCY(Hz)
tilever bending freqaency on spacecraft cg peak acceleration
due to landing when the liqmd spnng system is employed. |t F_re 11. Effect of spacecraft fundamental cantilever bending
can be seen that peak landing response xs relatively insensi- frequency on cgpeak acceleration.
t_ve to spacecraft frequency.
NONLINEAR ANALYSIS VERIFICATION The 0.056 stiffness ratio was based on an available liquid
To obtain better definition of the analytical uncertainties as- spring. [US/cradle support stiffnesses were modeled with leaf
sociated with the Shuttle-induced dynamic disturbances and springs. Two spacecraft were modeled, one stiff and one flexi-
to verify the nonlinear analyms procedure, a model test pro- hie. having interchangeable tip masses. This gave a spacecrz ft
gram was conducted. A one-third scale beam-type model cantilever frequency range of 4 to 35 Hz.
IFigure 12) representing the spacecraft/IUS/cradle system
was builtand tested.Modet-te-fullscaleratiosare listed The model was supported on two Ling Model B335
below: electromagnetic shakers to simulate Orbiter acceleratmn in-
Length I/3 putsat the forwardand aftOrbiter-to-cradleZ-attachments.
Frequency 1.0 Three interchangeableforward support assemblies were "-
Mass and stiffness 0.056 tested:
_67Lnn
1017 'mr8
/
70 /'J
_.3
"_1 1411LII BALLAST
LEAF$1_lk_ /
PAINS ASSEMIIILY _1
F_re 12. I[_ dvnatmc te_t /L_'t,r,
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1 A rigidsupportlinktoact as a baselineforattenuatlon Testresult_correlatedwellwathanalyzis.Peak responses
devlcecompamsom were generallypredlctedw_thm 20% and almostalways were
2. A iiqmdsprangassembly wathan averagesprangrateof conservauvelyht_herthanthetestvalues.Figure18.a typical
4,500Ib/in.havmg an adjustablepreloaarangefrom 300 comparlsonofpredictedand measureclverticalac_eleratlons,
to3.000lb. shows good correlatlonbetween analysisand test.Our ex-
perience ts that.partLculariym nonhnear systems, it is
3. A dual paralleliqmdsprmg assembly wlth an average dlfficultto matbemaucally model alldamping mechamsms-sprmg razeof 1.200Ib/in.and a nonadjustable2 400 Ib
thisresultsin the pteddctedresponse being higher thanpreload.Figure 13 shows the measured force/stroke
charactenstlcsforthishqmd sprmg assembly, measured. Of course,at specificpointsof lower amplitude
Iusuallyneara nodeofan _mportantmode# thepercentageer-
I +'_" [ ror of the calculatmn may be higher, but this is usually of little
[ i , demgn consequence.
1 t0o¢ I CONCLUSIONS
Bdmear hqLud sprmgs are an effecuve means of reducing
, spacecraft loads due to Orbiter landing without ,nrre_-!_._
----_ _-3.0oo __ liftoff response. This attenuatmn system also substantially
I _ reduces the verhcal reactmn forces acting at the Orbiter/cargo
csm,stsssoaIPAELOA02410.._,.,__ support posts durang landing•
/_ " :_v_ms_ The analytical method for handling sprmg nonlinearity! r----- z.0o0 has been vahdated by dynamic model tests Based upon cor-
II II M°'"__'I I relatmn w_th test results, analytically, vredicted, acceleratmns
i tend to be conservatwe.Spacecraft peak acceleratmn response to Orbiter landing
; ._._ I m relatively insensitive to spacecraft cantdever bending fre-
t ] t , quency when the linuld. ,qprang system is incorporated.i
, 1 I For a r,qven liquid spring preload, spacecraft peak ac-I
t i celeratlon response to Orbiter landing can be reduced by _"
_ i reducing the _prln_ constant at the expense of increasedlO ZO 'tO 0 10 Zt, _,l
STROKE<lNCetil STAOK[+mCHt_;, spacecraft dynamic deflection Spacecraft deflections.
l I however, are surpr:slngly small for pracucal values of sprmg
:1 ,I I constant.
-- ;----4--'" ---+---I
i - I
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Figure 14, Test setup for st_ff spacecraft and dual hqu_d springs.
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BY COMPARATIVEANALYSIS- DR. ROBERTL. MANN,
MCDONNELLDOUGLASTECHNICALSERVICESCOMPANY
This paperdescribesa techniquefor determiningwhetherthe Spacelab
structureis structurallycapableof accommodatingspecificpayload
configurations.The processinvolvesuse of finiteelementmodels
and postprocessorprogramsto comparemissionpeculiarloadswith
maximumas-runtestloads, Loadsanalysis,model verification,
capabiIityn_atrixconstruction,post pro;essorprogramand outputformats
are described.
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PANEL SUMMARY AND TECHNOLOGY RECOMMENDATIONS
Moderator: Dr. Amos, NASA Headquarters
Panel: Mr. D. Stone, Rockwell
. Mr. R. Gattu, Rockwell
Dr. R. Herzberg, Lockheed
Mr. D. Wade, YSC
Dr. M. Card, LaRC
Mr. R. Ryan, MSFC
Dr. Y. Hill, University of Alabama
Dr. R. Craig, University of Texas
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PANEL SESSION - QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES u_,
Card to Gatto
Do you feel there is an active program to reduce cost of integration on
the Shuttle ?
Gatto:
This is a broad question. In the area that I have cognizance of, yes,
there is. In the real world, it is not structured for high priorities and
funds. To make tools more efficient requires service of our better people
in the program. It is not easy to take these people off of critical project
efforts and assign them to methodology improvement programs. Yahata
ts very active in this. This problem has been brought to the attention of
management. Management has been very receptive. We are trying to do
our part; we are getting some efficiency in calculation techniques.
Stone:
Rockwell has devoted discretionary resources to this topic. Use of
interactive graphic computers was added to the design effort and has been
successful. We are trying to cut down on turnaround time for doing
analysis. Interfaces have been set up for direct communication between
people involved.
Hill to Card:
The papers on reducing loads focused primarily on landing cantilever loads
in the Orbiter. Might you be able to design an optimal mechanical device to
give an index to performance? Same kind of device that has been done for
flutter based on measure of index for performance.
Card:
In terms of Langley's work, these techniques have }-een applied in
a practical sense but there could be something new still out,
Thi¢ optimized index of performance has been done in control ,:¢vrk,,
and we are getting beneficial results and insights. Using the work done on
active flutter suppression and control as a basis, we could and should
develop performance indexes for loads on payloads and go from there.
r
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Wade to Herzberg.
Is there a need for payloads to understand criteria that Shuttle has used
in order to understand how much conservatism i_ used in loads and forcing
functions ? There was one workshop with payload users which described
criteria used on Shuttle. Would you suggest we continue this as a normal
service?
Herzberg:
Not sure which workshop you are talking about. I'm thinking more
of a straightforward interchange between people who are critically
responsible for the payload. Do not think a workshop is the right forum;
Just having access to technical information is all that is required.
• 4-
Wade:_ ,.
The Structural/Mechanical Working Gr._up perhaps would be a good
forum for anyone who has a payload to fly on Shuttle. These are technical
interchange meetings. I suggest it be done there.
Herzberg:
In the Marshall involvement on Shuttle at Lockheed, emphasis has been
placed on uncertainty factors on Shuttl, and payload model. Recent
modal test results should help reduce these. Can we expect to receive
this type results of ground vibration test?
If people want it, NASA and MSFC and other Centers would be happy
to respond to the payload community. Particularly, let Don Wade or me
know. I'm sure we can do this. Information on dynamic test and follow-on
test could be provided or discussed in another meeting.
Wade:
For Air Force payloads, I-ost test data correlation has been sent
when completed to the PIC contractor, Aerospace. and SAMSO.
!
T
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,4
iS_.mondi:
' i
You reach CDR on payloads two years prior to launch. Changes after I
CDR are expensive and not desired. Effect on cargo element and cargo
dynamic anal_rsis are at the 18 months point. Why is this acceptable ?
Wade:
It is not until 18 months before the flight manifest is defined;
consequently, it is not practical to run a verification analysis until the
manifest of the configuration is defined. This is why we shc_, 18 months.
The final verification load analysis is planned to be finished 6 months
prior to flight. In some cases, much of the verification of models for
payloads are not accomplished until then; therefore, judgement has been
standard. Special requests for payload verification at some other time
are run. For example, we are willing to do this on TDRS. We are
running somewhat early to support ground test program to be run at
9 months prior to flight. We try to be flexible within reason, but we
have to establish the manifest first.
ORIGINALPAG I8
Simondi: OF POOR QUALITY
In final design analysis just prior to CDR, if you don't have knowledge
of cergo at this point, doesn't this give problems ?
Wade:
Problem is one primarily of interaction of payload with whatever
else is riding --not a big driver. The more sensitive thing appears to
be the position in the payload bay, which depends quite a bit on dynamics
nf the p_yload. Some payloads are insensitive to position; others are
sensitive. You put more than one model in the payload bay in different
positions so the position can be checked on loads. Our standard service
is to perform final verification analysis only. Design analysis of the
payload description is not what you want run when you want it run;
therefore, you should run payloads in several places of the bay with
spectrum of payloads from very low to high frequencies.
'869
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IIn the past ten years, there has been almost infiniteincrease in our i
abilltT to handle linearlzed eigenvalue solutions for real, undamped
problems. During this time, hardly anyone has learned anything on
nonlinear structures. We can't get rid of clearances and jointsin
payload design and fabrication. We are stillseeing nonlinearities,
parametric excitation,damping, structural damping, viscous damping.
We need work on damping predictions and nonlinearities.
i
t
¢
I have put together a paper for the university on how to handle
damping. Everybody uses simplified approach--1 percent for modal
coupling. Ninety-nine percent use this approach. Nonlinearities cannot
be defined. Differenttype of damping for each differentjoint. Almost
nobody can define input parameters for damping, i
Pengelley:
- !
_ Is it a lack of knowledge of what to put in? !
' Everyone has taken the easy way out with 1 percent. We need simple
models generated on physical insight instead of large finite element
systems. We can't depend entirely on computers, but must depend on
physics, i
: Herzberg:
The problem of damping goes back as far as 1870; no progress has
been made. We will never make any progress unless there is a large
volume of experimen_.al data. This is one area where the universities
must help us.
X
Craig:
True, the universities would like to make contribution.
Hill:
Mathematical tools to model, in prin,qple, have been around. To
handle large eigenvalue problems, these tools are not practical. Computers
can handle problems without damping, _a:'. handle mass. Trying to develop
best linear model for damping.
870
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81mondl and Keegan.
I
Noticed Shuttle is paying a lot of attentio_, to liftoff and landing r
loads. Talked about buildup rate of liquids, etc. There is an absence
of discussions on transon{c buffeting and how it might affect spacecraft
loads. Af. er Voyager, we wonder what thoughts are on pursuing this ?
Wade: !
J
Ran combined flutter buffet model of configuration for both ascent
and descent, Looked at buffet levels. Probably biggest concern are
loads on vertical tail as opposed to payloads. Load checks are made at
!
transonic Mach number. Transonic loads were low; therefore, we
thought there is enough n,argin. Were able to tolerate buffet levels ii
we expected. No significant overall vehicle response to buffet from !
tests. !t
Gatto: '_ P_ QUA£ _ i
This is similar to what we have done. During descent, coming i[back, operate with rudder deployed open. Buffeting is something we
will have to wait on flight experience to see if testing has been adequate.
Liftoff and landing are where payload dynamics are of ir.terest to
Shuttle vehicle design. These are only two out of many flight events I,i
that are important. I
f
Wade,:
f
Everyone should use other conditions to be sure they e not i
overlooked something, particularly high q loading conditions Loads
man should look at overall load cases.
°_'Tc_az,PA-Fromthe_oor: O__ _(_ :,_
• vu4.L._.
For payload performance cavability increases, will you be going to
weight reduction or thrust _ugmentation? Do you foresee affect on
loads analysis or acoustic environment ?
Wade:
Don't envision there will be very much effect, Will be some changes
in bridge fairings on Orbiter to take weight oat of bridges. Bridge design
has been based on Orbiter capability, not on payload requirements. This
will allow some weight reduction in some of the bridges. Different primary
I
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solid rocket boosters are being considered, where the thrust for rocket
is equal to their weight. Ignitionacoustics and overpressure of solids
environment could be worse at liftoff.We will need to look at max q
alleviationagain. We may have to reshape trajectory based on additional
thrust and weight. Should not affectpayload world very much.
Simondl and Keegan:
GSFC presentation on DATE appeared to support dynamics. Ifthis is
the case, considering state of funding, would the panel make comments
to support or oppose operational measurement system ?
Card:
Already cast vote.
We allwant flightdata. First Shuttleflightshave instrumentation
geared to remove uncertainty in vehicle parameters as we move down-
stream. Primarily for gettingShuttle ready for operational flightfirst.
We have requested special instrumentation on firstSpacelab flightsfor
dynamic data.
Wade:
r
We do not have enough flight instruments, Not successful in getting
everything desired in payload world. During OFT flights, biggest void
was in getting enough accelerometers in the payload bay. System proposed
on LDEF has a problem with 2 to 50 Hz accelerometers which cannot
measure transient loads. Were able to get some 0 to 50 Hz in payload
bay area. Encourage more thought be given to instrumentation on DATE
especially in payload area. Also, get 0 to 50 Hz loads transducers on
LDEF payload.
From the floor:
What is the status of payloads to flight on first Shuttle flights ? Are they
already designed?
Wade:
First launch w{ll carry DFI to check out Shuttle system itself.
Second flightis TRS to rescue Skylab. being developed at MSFC. CDR
on TRS is this week. Third flightwill contain OSTA-I. Experiments
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are now being integrated into OFT payload through CDR. Payloads
are now in development. Payload integrationplans are being written.
t
t
From the floor: ,
Are there any guidelines to reduce loads ?
I
Wade: i
Frequencies that stay away from 2.5 Hz system.
I
Is there a pubUcat_on of these guidelines forthcoming?
Wade____ t
I
Two attempts were made to do this, MCR 1612 and a study with J
the Air Force on load a11eviation. We put out some guidelines which
Boeing is using.
°_zc_V
Q_4_
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APPROVAL
GOVERNMENTINDUSTRYWORKSHOPON
PAYLOADLOADSTECHNOLOGY
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